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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the last two decades, private support has become increas-
ingly important to American institutions of higher education,
yet research on fund raising has lagged behind the expansion
of institutional effort.

What Are the Notable Changes
and Trends in Fund Raising?
Fund raising in American higher education dates back nearly
350 years, and several historical changes have taken place:

Traditional church-affiliated and individual and personal
solicitation has been replaced with increased direct insti-
tutional appeals of an organizational and professional
nature.
The notion of charity has been replaced with philan-
thropy, and theories of donors' behavior have changed
accordingly.
While once considered an adjunct to the duties of the
president or a few trustees, fund raising has become a
central institutional activity.
Though once limited to independent colleges, fund rais-
ing.in public higher education has become accepted.

The recent past and the foreseeable future will be char-
acterized by more formal and centrally planned fund- raising
programs, greater use of marketing principles, broader accep-
tance of an exchange model of donors' behavior, rather than
an entirely altruistic one, and wider competition for private
funds from every type of institution, including, most recently,
public two-year colleges.

What Are the Implications That
Can Be Derived from Research?
Studies of institutional effectiveness using institutional, stu-
dent, and alumni characteristics and analyses of donors'
behavior have dominated research in fund raising for the last
20 years. Although few unqualified generalizations about
effectiveness can be made from the literature, a clear and con-
sistent association is found between dollars spent on fund
raising and results of fund raising. But increased spending
is not the same as wisely increased spending, and little
research is available for guidance on how to spend well.
Beyond the level of spending, many studies associate success
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in fund raising with institutional pride, prestige, and emo-
tional attachment by alumni. These results are important to
the practitioner, because properly organized advancement
programs to enhance pride, prestige, and alumni attachment
can be part of a comprehensive strategy to enhance fund rais-
ing. Some factors generally associated with successful fund
raising, however, are not under the control of the advance-
ment office or readily altered in the interests of fund raising
(size, location, historical success in fund raising, and type
of governance, for example).

What Is Known about Spending on Fund Raising?
Research on spending has been limited to surveys, providing
limited insight into optimum level, relation to output, or con-
trol of marginal costs of fund raising. The best informed
advice suggests that internal rather than cross-institutional
comparisons should be made, with careful attention to mon-
itoring average costs, changes in marginal cost per gift dollar,
diminishing returns, the percent of total institutional budget
spent on advancement, and gift income by source and
program.

What Is Known about the Behavior of Donors?
The more promising models of individuals' behavior as
donors depart from models of pure altruism in favor of
exchange models, which attempt to explain donors' motives
based on receipt of "goods"perquisites, tokens, or honors
in exchange for the gift, and a repeated disequilibrium that
follows, leaving the donor with a need to respond to recog-
nition and acknowledgment with yet more gifts.

In general, people more disposed to giving are religious
(especially Protestant), married with children, women, and
better educated. Alumni donors tend to be wealthier, be
middle-aged or older, have strong emotional ties to their alma
maters, have earned at least a bachelor's degree, participate
in some alumni activities, and have religious or voluntary
affiliations. Sex and marital status are not good predictors
of alumni giving. The search for precollege or college var-
iables (including major, place of residence, and participation
in student activities) associated with giving has yielded few
consistent findings, though having sufficient financial aid,
particularly in the form of scholarships, may be related to
future giving.

Corporate giving is tied to self-interest, such as gains in
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- research in the area of the company's needs, production of
trained personnel, employees' morale, and the improvement
.of the community's environment.

Foundations appear most interested in a college's past suc-
-cesses, the evidence of its ability to perform, its size, and its
prestige. Highly focused, thinly staffed, and conservative, most
foundations are inclined to give to established and larger
organizations and may follow the lead of other donors or
larger foundations without further research and evaluation.

Donors of all types seem to be aware of the link between
price and quality,-favoring institutions of prestige and mag-
nitude. Companies and organizations respond conservatively
in times of economic setback, while individuals give despite
such times. The wealthy are most sensitive to the price of
giving, responding to changes in deductibility, while the mid-
dle class and the poorparticularly when it comes to church
.givingseem unaffected by tax incentives or fluctuations
in the economy.

Scant evidence of any substance suggests that success in
intercollegiate athletics is associated with increases in giving

_ other than in the most limited time periods or in anecdotal
cases.

What Major Ethical Issues Do Fund Raisers Face?
Fund raising is tied fundamentally to an institution's values
and priorities, even as it helps shape those values and prior-
ities. Today, fund raisers face difficult questionsrelating
their energies to their institution's overall priorities, estab-
lishing a proper relationship between donors and the insti-
tution, determining which information the institution is
obliged to share with prospective and actual donors, knowing
when a gift should be refused, and determining the obliga-
tions of fund raisers to their institutions and the larger com-
munity. These issues are made the more difficult because
fund raisers operate without the cloak of academic freedom,
are often strongly driven by the bottom line, and have few
professional opportunities to consider matters of values or
ethics with peers from other institutions.

What Does Research on
Fund Raising Imply for Practice?
The following recommendations are offered to institutions:

1. Consider sources of private support strategically, deciding
which sources have the best potential for a particular
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institution.
2. Designate some private support for areas that will build

students' understanding of the importance of private sup-
port for colleges and universities and may help shape
their future behavior as alumni.

3. Work to strengthen institutional traditions of philanthropy
and community service.

4. Participate in locally useful research studies with the can-
did exchange of information among peers.

The following recommendations apply to professional asso-
ciations and foundations:

1. Broaden professional development conferences and work-
shops, going beyond the techniques of fund raising and
into research findings and discussions of values and ethics.

2. Establish opportunities for reflection and research on prac-
tice, such as sabbatical and study leaves and programs
for visiting scholars and practitioners.

3. Continue and strengthen the developing support for
research in fund raising and efforts to integrate philan-
thropy into the curriculum.

4. Le-ad and support institutions in shaping their fund raising
to reflect demographic changes.

5. Include research and evaluation as a central focus of pro-
fessional organizations, their publications, and their meet-
ing programs.

What Focus Is Needed for Future Research?
An Agenda for Research on Fund Raising (Carbone 1986a)
provides a concise and exciting focus for research on fund
raising. Now, four years after the conference that was the basis
for the Agenda, the work stands up well as a prescription for
strengthening the body of knowledge, making the literature
more professional, and addressing the information needs
of fund raisers and decision makers in higher education. The
extant research literature is both promising and disappointing
(Carbone 1986a; Paton 1985). Despite several exciting indi-
vidual studies, the literature is weakened by too little con-
sistency in the definition of data and approaches to research
and a widespread lack of follow-up on initial or exploratory
studies that might strengthen and extend or correct the initial
efforts.
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Some suggested areas for research are offered as they derive
from the authors' review of research:

Research on spending and the effectiveness of fund rais-
ing. While institutional spending seems associated with
greater effectiveness in fund raising, energy needs to be
applied to examining the returns on a variety of
approaches to increased effort, comparing and contrasting
the returns under reasonably comparable conditions and
institutional types.
Research on consistency of college mission. In the past
50 years, many institutions have abandoned or substan-
tially modified their historical character. Are the alumni
of colleges whose missions have remained consistent
more likely to remain loyal and demonstrate their support
financially? Are those that have clung to their historic mis-
sions missing support from potential new sources while
maintaining only traditional cnes?
Research on formation of alumni donors' attitudes. The
evidence linking the emotional commitment of alumni
to their behavior as donors now suggests that more
research should be conducted on how those attitudes
form, when they form, and the extent to which postgra-
duation activities can influence those attitudes. If attitudes
cannot be changed after graduation through bonding
and cultivation, the influence of the undergraduate expe-
rience and the focus of alumni advancement will take
on increased importance.
Evaluation as research. Program evaluations conducted
with research-like rigor can both be useful immediately
for decision making and form the basis for broader gener-
alizations for other institutions.

With these guidelines for future inquiry, it will be possible
to add crucial information to the development of an integrated
theory of fund raising, donors' behavior, and effectiveness
of fund raising.

Fund Raising in Higher Education vii,
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FOREWORD

Fund-raising efforts on college and university campuses have
accelerated over the past two decades. Most institutions are
growing increasingly dependent on voluntary supportgifts
from alumni, friends, and corporate and business firms. What
was once the expert domain of private institutions is now
common at public colleges and universities.

Now, more than any other time, thre is a need to under-
stand what motivates the flow of money from private sources.
Government support has dropped, and inflation has not risen
quickly enough to balance college costs natui ,. As voluntary
giving has become more important to the survival of academic
institutions, more organizations seek donors in more aggres-
sive ways.

Fund raisers, also known as development officers, must
devote additional resources to acquiring unrestricted support.
Yet when called upon to raise money, development profes-
sionals find only a small, uncodified pool of knowledge con-
cerning fund-raising practices. Research on the effectiveness
and efficiency of fund-raising techniques lags behind the task

The Camprth Green by Barbara E. Brittingham and Thomas
R. Pezzullo provides a comprehensive summary of what
research has been done on fund raising. What are the costs
of fund raising? What is known of donor motivation? What
are the dependency relationships between corporations and
foundations and institutions of higher education? What is the
connection between successful intercollegiate athletics and
successful fund raising? Looking ahead, the authors suggest
the directions development practice might takewhere will
fund raisers look for resources in the next decade, how will
they cultivate those resources efficiently, what are the approp-
riate fund-raising roles for trustees and presidents.

With the commissioning of this entry in the highly visible
ASHE/ERIC/GWU Higher Education Report Series, the Council
for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) provides
advancement officers with a concise picture of the nature
and value of development research. The editors at ERIC and
CASE are also bringing to the attention of the research com-
munity a set of parameters for research in the area. As insti-
tutions need to increase voluntary support, development offic-
ers will find support in using research to inform policy
decisions. Reading Brittingham and Pezzullo's summary and
reviewing their suggestions will make for thoughtful and effec-
tive practice. A comprehensive annotation of the literature

Fund Raising in Higher Education 17



will help researchers from education and other social sciences
focus their studies.

As research on fund raising becomes more common, new
questions and concerns will be raised. Brittingham and Pez-
zullo's overview of research on the campus green will help
to bring answers to these questions within our reach.

Judy Dia le Grace
Director of Research
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education

. 18
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INTRODUCTION

Don't give advice; give money.
Gary Schiffman, student speaker at 1984 commencement

(SUNY-Binghamton), quoting his uncle,
with an envelope in hand

In recent years, the challenge of raising private funds has
become increasingly important for both public and private
institutions of higher education. Yet the practice of fund rais-
ingis thinly informed by research that can lead to greater
effectiveness, help institutions understand the role fund rais-
ing plays in higher education, or illuminate the dilemmas it

..presents to practitioners and institutional leaders. Indeed,
many experts view the prospect of effective research on fund
raising rather dimly, citing either the inherent difficulties in
conducting research on human subjects with complex mo-
tivations or the problems of serious and well-intentioned
Scholars who try to work with practitioners who doubt the
value of research or find no place for it in their professional
agendas. For many practitioners in fund raising:

. fund raising is more art than science and is likely to
remain sa No matter how hard we try to be analytical and
systematic, we cannot gainsay the fact that ours is a pro-
fession based on transactions among human beings; for
that reason, among others it is impossible to subject the basic
causal relationships in fund raising to rational analysis
In the case of many large &As for example, the gestation
period takes several years and the causal chains are intri-
cate. Almost always they include some factors that we can-
not know or do not understand and others that, although
we may perceive them more or less clearly, we cannot influ-
ence. . . . Fund raising is charged with emotion. That is not
to deny that there are rational components in the decisions
donors make but rather to say that almost always powerful
emotional factors are also involvedso powerful that almost
every major gift transaction is sui generis. Very few gener-
alizations about them will stand up, either in describing
what occurred or in predicting what might happen (Smith
1981, p. 61).

A noted author and researcher on fund raising takes a
slightly different, but no less pessimistic, view about the quan-
tity of competent research done and the likelihood that much
more will be done in the near term:

,Ftind Raising in Higher Education 20



The frustrating limits of current practical knowledge and
understanding about development productivity per se and
impacts of gift potential in particular reflect features of
the development profession as well as the modest popularity
of fund raising as a subject of academic research. _Jus-
tifiable defensiveness and outright skepticism limit profes-
sional enthusiasm about participating in empirical inquiries
conducted by the few academic researchers who have
attempted to study institutional advancement (Paton 1985,
P. 44).

Furthermore, he notes:

The majority of other research about development efforts
reflects the nearly exclusive prescriptive emphasis of the pro-
fessional development literature. Many studies examine the
relative effectiveness of alternative fund-raising practices
in an attempt to identify optimal strategies and techniques
However, these studies confront the common frustration
of limited knowledge and understanding about relevant
institutional differences that promote or inhibit the produc-
tivity of fund raising efforts independent of the effective-
ness of the specific techniques employed (Paton 1986, p. 34).

"Up to now, ... research on fund raising has been only spo-
radic, scatter-gun, and often pedestrian" (Carbone 1986a,
p. 22).

Despite these observations, the authors of this monograph.
undertook a review of the research and scholarly literature
on educational fund raising in the United States. Consistent
with the opinions and predictions expressed by Smith, Paton,
and Carbone, they found a relatively small body of profes-
sionally conducted research that could contribute to predictive
generalizations. While the number of journal articles pertinent
to this project is small, the number of doctoral dissertations
examining aspects of fund raising has grown in recent years.
Unfortunately, these dissertations often have not been trans-
lated into the journals or programs routinely listed by the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education, nor do many
authors of dissertations on fund raising appear to pursue sub-
sequent research on the topic. Few professionals who com-
plete a dissertation on fund raising seek careers as scholars;
rather, they are committed to careers in educational fund rais-
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ing and do little hiore research once he dissertation is Lam-
.) plete..The opportuniy to publish the findings in a scholarly

journal has far less professional importance to a professional
`fund raiser than, say, to a new professor of higher education.

One can be optimistic about the future, however. Scholars
and higher education Centers at Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis,Duke University, Yale University,
the City College of New York, the University of Maryland, and
Case Western Reserve University have recently begun to focus
on philanthropy and fund raising. In addition, the Indepen-
dent Sector in Washington, D.C., has been tracking academic
centers and research and convening scholars on a wide range
-of topics related to fund raising and its societal context.
Together, these efforts show considerable promise for future
research and scholarship to inform fund-raising practices in
higher education.

Fund Raising in Higher Education
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THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL TRADITION
.0E-PRrVATE PHILANTHROPY

If we nourish not Laming both church and commonwealth
sinke. . God bath bestowed upon you a bounty full bless-

ing; now if you should please to imploy but one mite of that
greate welth which God bath given, to erect a school of laming,

a college among us; you should due a more glorious work
acceptable to God did man; and the commemeration of the

first founder of the means of Laming would be.a perpetuat-
ing of your name and honour among us.

John Eliot, in a letter requesting money from a wealthy
Englishman, c. 1633

Private support of American higher education, one of its most
distinctive aspects, can best be understood in the context of
America's voluntary traditions: voluntary service, voluntary
association, and voluntary giving. The traditions of philan-
thropy, of giving freely for a public good, influence not only
;higher education in America but also charity, humanitarian
reform, social service, environmental protection, foreign aid,
religion, health, and the arts. Institutionally, philanthropy is
-part of America's voluntary or independent sector, sometimes
called "the third sector" (the other sectors, each of which has
important links to philanthropy, are business [or for-profit],
government, and family [or informal] ) (Douglas 1983; Gurin
and Van Til 1989).

The roots of philanthropy have been traced to about 4000
B C. when Egypt's Book of the Dead praised those who fed
the hungry and gave water to those who Nrsted (Gurin and
Van Til 1989). Notions of charity and good deeds are also
found in the Old Testament. The beginnings of educational
fund raising can be found more than 2,000 years ago, in the
fourth century ac.. when Plato directed that after his death
the income from his fields be used to support the Academy.
This reference appears to be the earliest record of a gift to
education as well as the earliest example of a bequest and
an endowment. Centuries later, in England in 1601, the new
Statute of Charitable Uses, representing the origins of public
regulation of charity and philanthropy, permitted giving to
charitable causes.

American philanthropy as we know it is a European import,
developed from European traditions and institutions and
often, in colonial times, nurtured with contributions from
European donors. Yet the real founders of American philan-

Private
supper,. t
can best be
understood
in the context
of America's
voluntary
traditions:
voluntary
service,
voluntary
assodation,
and voluntary
giving.
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thropy, those who began its special flavor, are the "men and
women who crossed the Atlantic to establish communities
that would be bettarthan, instead of like or different from,
the ones they had known at home" (Bremner 1988, p. 7).

What began as charity motivated by religious beliefs soon
broadened to a general concern for the quality of life. Cotton
Mather, often remembered for his role in the witchcraft trials,
was an early American thinker and writer on philanthropy.
A founder of Yale University, Mather introduced the notions
of pleasure from helping others and of a life of good deeds'
increasing the likelihood of success in business. Benjamin
Franklin broadened the American notion of giving to include
secular concerns: Seeking neither patents for nor profits from
his inventions, he made their use available to the world at
large. Franklin also broadened the concepts of philanthropy
by founding a volumeer fire department, emphasizing giving
that would prevent rather than alleviate poverty, and helping
to found the American Philosophical Society, the first Amer-
ican association for promoting research in the natural and
social sciences (Bremner 1988).

Today, charity connotes serving the poor, while philan-
thropy "takes a more impersonal and dispassionate approach
to bettering the human condition by institutionalizing giving,
focusing beyond the immediate condition of people on root
causes of human problems and systematic reform, recognizing
a responsibility to the public interest, and helping to effect
social change" (Gutin and Van Til 1989, p. 3). While notions
^F oiving are considered universal among human societies,
philanthropy is distinctively strong in America for reasons that
have been associated with religious tradition, democracy, plu-
ralism, and the nurturing of individual effort.

Early American Origins and Church Support
Educational fund raising in America began in 1641, when the
Massachusetts Bay Colony sent three clergymen back to En-
gland to raise money to support Harvard College, making it
possible for Harvard to continue to "educate the heathen
Indian." One of them returned from England within a year
with 500 pounds for the college and the colony, and the oth-
ers sent back word that they needed "Is terature" that would
outline the best "selling points of New England." The product
was New England's First Fruits, the forerunner of case state-
ments and fund-raising brochures. In 1644, the New England
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Confederation of four colonies recommended that each family
within the confederation contribute a shilling or a peck of
wheat for scholarships to Harvard.

The custom of solicitation in Great Britain for college fund
raising continued for almost a century to support the nine
colleges developed during the colonial period, and as close
to the ReVolution as 1754, Princeton still dispatched solicitors
to England. The fund raising continued in England and briefly
in France until the chilling effects of the colonies' political
behavior undermined the mother country's largesse.

Benjamin Franklin not only participated in fund raising dur-
ing his lifetime, playing the lead role in the founding and
'financing of Philadelphia College (which was to become the
University of Pennsylvania), but also established several
endowments to further advance his efforts after his death.

Many early American institutions were as likely named for
an actual or potential benefactor as they might be for
founders:

Rev. John Harvard gave 779 pounds and a library to the
college that was to be his namesake;
Elihu Yale's initial gift to Collegiate School in Connecticut
was a modest shipment of goods from England;
Nicholas Brown provided $160,000 to the College of
Rhode Island;
Benjamin Franklin's gift of 1,000 pounds enabled the
establishment of the Pennsylvania college that would later
bear his name along with John Marshall's;
Charles Tufts gave land;
Henry Rutgers gave a bell and $5,000 to the trustees of
then Queens College;
The Colgates gave from their fortunes sufficiently to be
honored with a renaming of Madison University; and
Waterville College honored Gardner Colby appropriately
after he bailed it out of financial disaster.

One institution stands out in contrast: the University of Chi-
cago, which does not bear the name of John D. Rockefeller,
despite his founding gift of $600,000 in 1889 and subsequent
gifts totaling $80 million from his heirs and trustees.

By the time of the Civil War, almost 200 colleges existed
in the United States, most of them dependent on an affiliated
religious denomination for financial support, which in turn
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depended on donations. The colleges produced a literate citi
zenry and clergymenand helped to spread the denom-
ination's moral values.

Colleges that admitted women or were established exclu-
sively tor women likewise depended on individual founding
donations or the continuing philanthropy of many individuals.
Likewise, the establishment of the earliest black colleges was
made possible by benefactors bearing the names of Rocke
feller, Carnegie, and Morgan.

What we think of as modem or novel gift instruments are
themselves quite long established. Even gifts of annuity date
back as far as 1839, when Azariah Williams deeded a piece
of land valued at $250,000 to the University cf Vermont with
the stipulation that he receive annual income from the gift
until his death.

The Annual Alumni Fund

[The university should] . . . hope that the men she had been
sending forth into the honorable callings and professions

might testify to their indebtedness to the University by increas-
ing her power and usefulness . . . Let it not be thought that

the aid furnished by the State leaves no room for munificence.
James Angell, president of the University of Michigan in

his 1871 inaugural statement

Not all funds were raised to establish or salvage fledgling insti
tutions or for a long-lasting purpose. Broad-based, small
annual gift programs for current needs h en around for
a hundred years, when alumni solicitatiot, _ 1. Records
of alumni giving date to the 17th century. The first formal
association of graduates of a collegiate institution dates back
to 1821 at Williams College and was called the Society of
Alumni. The oldest alumni fund was established at Yale in
1890, and with just under 400 alumni participating, $11,000
was raised. Early imitators were Princeton, Amherst, Dart-
mouth, and Cornell. In 1905, Harvard's alumni responded to
a call for help from President Eliot and raised $2.5 million
to augment faculty salaries in the liberal arts.

Despite the many early associations and annual funds, in
1936 a survey of American colleges reported that fewer than
half the institutions surveyed reported having an annual
alumni fund (Pray 1981, p. 1). Today it is difficult to find many



established four-year colleges that have not organized an
annual giving program aimed at its graduates. Most recently,
they have been joined by community and junior colleges.

. Charitable Gifts frOm Business Gains
Although individual giving remains the single most important
source of private support, corporate gifts and sponsorships
and gifts from foundations constitute a significant source of
.suppoit for higher education. According to the Council for
Aid to Education (formerly the Council for Financial Aid to
Education), in 1987-88, individuals gave an estimated $3.97
billion (48.4 percent of the total private voluntary support of
higher education) to colleges and universities, and corpo-
rations and foundations gave an estimated $3.46 billion (42.2
percent of the total) (1989, p. 3).

Before the 1950s, corporate support was relatively undoc-
umented, largely because the concepts of giving money away
and corporate philanthropy were not perceived to be what
business was about. The only available estimate of support
from both corporations and foundations suggests that their
support constituted less than 6 percent of the total of higher
education's private support during the 1950s, a likely result
of their understandable resistance to making gifts from profits.
Both practice and philosophy dictated that one would not,
and perhaps could not, disperse funds from the corporation
without a logical and direct benefit to the corporation. Some
of the few companies that did make significant gifts to higher
education were met with vocal challengers. In 1953, the
Supreme Court of New Jersey, in A.P. Smith Manufacturing
Companyv. Barlow et al, upheld "the legality of an unre-
stricted corporate gift to Princeton University," an action that
had been challenged by the stockholders (Allem 1968; Meyer
1971). The court, noting the widespread public belief in the
importance of nongovernmental institutions of learning, said
that "corporations have come to recognize [it] and with their
enlightenment have sought to insure and strengthen the
society [that] gives them existence" (Meyer 1971, p. 28).

During the fifties, simultaneous with the growth in all other
sources of financial supports for higher education, corporate
giftsmore likely called "support"became a significant
source of dollars for higher education. Corporate donations,
which were officially nonexistent until 1935, increased to $38
million in 1940, $70 million in 1953, $950 million in 1970
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(Ishoy 1972), and $1.85 billion in 1988, or about 23 percent
of all private voluntary support of higher education (Council
for Aid 1989).

Corporate profits can become charitable gifts (limited by
law since 1935 to 5 percent of pretax net income but
increased to 10 percent in 1981) in several ways. Some com-
pany profits become gifts through the company owner's or
management's donations to their personal favorite charity.
Some wealthy individuals and large profitable corporations
have formed charitable foundations for the purpose of admin-
istering the distribution of funds transferred from the company
to the foundation, assisted by a professional staff, while still
others have a program for charitable giving administered by
a department established for that purpose. Much corporate
giving is also seen as a fringe benefit to employees, when the
employer matches individuals' charitable gifts or when the
gifts indirectly benefit the employees by improving the com-
munity or offering educational opportunities to employees'
dependents.

Some companies make gifts of surplus equipment or from
the inventory of their own manufactured goods. Their mo-
tivation need not be entirely altruistic, because their corporate
identification goes along with the gift and the public's iden-
tification of the company's name with its charitable objective
enhances its image.

Corporations can also support college activities through
a vehicle known as "cause-related advertising" or "cause-
related marketing." Controversial in many settings, such activ-
ities may be most troublesome on college campuses, when,
for example, producers of alcoholic beverages seek to buy
visibility for their name, product logo, or advertisement, often
in association with athletic activities.

Whatever the method, corporate altruism is bolstered by
the tax advantages of giving and by enhancing its image
through good will that reflects favorably on the organization.

The late 19th and early 20th century industrialization of
America led to the development of great fortunes unweakened
by income tax. One by-product was the ..stablishment of foun-
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- -dations. Carnegie' and Rockefeller developed the earliest and
most sustained models for giving to higher education from
business gains: a focus on larger and research-oriented insti-
tutions, medical education, and social service and a diminu-
tion of support for religion. Their foundations were estab-
lished to be "capable of distributing private wealth with
greater intelligence and vision than the donors themselves
could hope to possess" (Bremner 1988, p. 115). The earliest
efforts of these foundations were not uniformly welcomed
in higher education, however, and during the early years of
the Carnegie Corporation and the Rockefeller Foundation,
Many individuals decried the influence of the monied on

-education.
Camegie's efforts to establish a national system of pensions

for professors (what has become TIM) was held up to scru-
tiny and suspicion as a means of influencing professors'
thoughts and undermining the relationship between colleges
and their sponsoring religious denominations. Some of the
early foundations may have been overly controlled by their
.founder/donor parent corporation and as a consequence
viewed with skepticism. Sometimes their motives were con-
Sidered more base than altruistic, characterizing their philan-
thropy "as a form of baronial self-indulgence" (Nielsen 1985,
p. 21). As time passed and the founders died, independent
trustees drawn from more diverse backgrounds helped to
-reducebut not eliminatethis suspicion.

Some of the charitable overtures of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation in the 1920s were rebuffed as a gesture to resist
monopolistic controls. The suspicion and reluctance con-
tinued even into the 1930s, but since World War II, founda-
tions' support for higher education has emerged as an impor-
tant and reliable source of funds. Today, approximately 23,600
foundations are active in the United States, with total assets
of $64.5 billion, or roughly half the total assets of the country's
400 wealthiest people. The foundations' support for higher
education in 1988 was approximately 19.6 percent (or $1.6
-billion) of total private support for higher education, behind

1. Carnegie chose to administer his philanthropy himself and before his death
had distributed more than $300 million. His 1889 "Gospel of Wealth" outlined
his philosophy and motivation: ... the surplus [that] accrues from time
to time in the hands of a man should be administered by him in his own
lifetime for that purpose which is seen by him, as trustee, to be best for the
good of the people" (Carnegie 1900, p 48).
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individual sources (48.4 percent) and corporations (23 per-
cent or $1.85 billion) (Council for Aid 1989, p. 3).

Today, like the presence of an alumni association and an
annual fund, soliciting gifts from corporations and foundations
and accepting corporate sponsorships are as common on most
campuses as the computer center or the student union. Amer-
ican higher education not only welcomes private voluntary
support from all sources but also depends on it for quality,
diversity, and, in many cases, survival.

Professional Fund Raising and
Fund-Raiser Organizations
World War I challenged this country to "make the world safe
for democracy," and our participation was supported in part
by "individual subscriptions to the greatest fund-raising drives
yet known in history" (Ishoy 1972, p. 83). In a drive organized
in May 1917, the American Red Cross raised over $114 million
to support European war relief in eight days in June, making
history in fund raising. It also raised $100 million a year later
and $169 million in another eightday drive in 1918. On the
eve of the armistice, the first United Fund Drive raised over
$203 million in 15 days, the largest sum that had ever been
raised through voluntary offerings.

The successful fund raising in World War I led to the found-
ing of professional fund-raising firms. Charles Ward, a fund
raiser for the YMCA, and Harvey J. Hill opened Ward and Hill
Associates in 1919. The five largest fund-raising firms in the
United States today have their origins with that firm. Shortly
after its founding, Ward and Hill added Lyman Pierce and F.
Herbert Wells and became Ward, Hill, Pierce & Wells. Other
partners joined them in the next few years: Arnaud Marts,
George Lundy, Bayard M. Hedrick, George Tamblyn, Olaf
Gates, Christian H. Dreshman, and Herman F. Reinhardt.
Arnaud Marts served as president of Bucknell at the same time
he was president of Marts and Lundy.

John Price Jones worked in private fund raising and was
recruited after World War Ito work for Harvard, his alma
mater, heading the Harvard Endowment Fund Campaign. He
established a public relations campaign and "sought to
develop enthusiasm for giving to Harvard by dignified means
rather than employ any rough and tumble methods" (Ishoy
1972, p. 89). The publicity thus generated reflected the nature
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of the institution, and potential donors were given reasons
-to support the institution. Jones's efforts were successful and
he surpassed the goal of $10 million, raising $142 million
for the 1919 campaign. Subsequently, he founded the John
Price Jones fund-raising company.

The difficulty of raising money in hard economic times led ,

some fund raisers to use high pressure or unscrupulous tech-
niques. Partly in response to this situation, nine of the major
long-standing fund-raising firms joined together and in 1935
formally founded the American Association of Fund-Raising
Counsel. They met from time to time for 20 years as an infor-
mal group to talk shop and discuss professional ethics. In
1955, they hired an executive director and opened a New York
office, and by 1970, the AAFRC had over 25 member firms and
promulgated its Fair Practice Code to guide and determine
its membership.

Today, professional fund-raising organizationsfund-raising
counsel, as they are calledserve colleges and universities
through consultation on the design and conduct of fund rais-
ing, feasibility studies, and development of case statements
for campaigns; conduct internal audits or studies of organi-
zation and readiness; and offer on-site fund-raising manage-
ment services.2

Overall Trends
From the origins of private voluntary support in the 17th cen-
tury to the 1980s, several trends are noteworthy:

1. The wide shift away from church-affiliated and individ-
ual and personal solicitation to direct institutional appeals
of an organizational and professional nature Colleges
and universities once depended on clergy to solicit funds
from the pulpit in supporting church-affiliated schools
for their value to the denomination. Today, most estab-
lished colleges have organized, professional development
staffs that reach well beyond individual and direct-
constituent fund raising.

2. The dramatic shift away from the notion of charity and
towardphilanthropy. The emphasis, particularly in fund
raising from other than alumni, is on investment or the

2. See Ishoy 1972, Korvas 1984, and Sherratt 1975 for a more detailed and
complete history.
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value of the gift in noncharitable terms: the impact of
indepenc ent educational institutions on society, the quid
pro quo value to corporations and other organizations,
the tax advantages to the wealthy and to corporations in
making gifts, and the focus on exchange, whereby a donor
gets a sense of influencing educational policy, or on
research or on merely helping to preserve the indepen-
dence of the institution.

3. The imposing role fund raising plays in all aspects, daily
or yearly, of institutional life rather than being limited
to crises or major changes in direction. Earliest fund rais-
ing stressed the preservation of fragile institutions; more
modern approaches stress strengthening already stable
and vital organizations or the opportunity to extend the
value of the institution to new clientele, students, or geog-
raphies integral to the comprehensive and strategic plan-
ning of modem institutions.

4. The widespread acceptance of fund raising among state-
assisted colleges and universities in the last 40 years Fund
raising, which was based more heavily on charity in the
early years, was understandably concentrated in schools
that had charitable parent organizations, namely, churches.
State-assisted schools were seen as having the support
of the sovereign and therefore as ineligible for private sup-
port, or the institutions themselves saw it as unnecessary.
As pressures have mounted within the institutions for new
sources of finding, however, public institutions have bor-
rowed the techniques and methods of the private
institutions.

Fund Raising Today
Voluntary support for colleges and universities has become
increasingly important to a range of institutions. To some,
voluntary support provides resources for survival; for most,
it has become a source of discretionary income that can sup-
port vitality, innovation, and excellence.

Estimates indicate that about 9,000 full-time fund raisers
are employed at colleges and universities in the United States
and Canada (Fisher 1989). Based on a survey of members of
t le Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE), the modal fund-raising professional in higher edu-
cation is male (60 percent), white (97 percent), between 31
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and 40 years old (43 percent), has a master's degree (61 per-
cent), is in the first or second year of service in his current
position (55 percent), and works in a private institution (60
percent) (Carbone 1987).

Development staff at an institution can range from one per-
son who raises funds pan time to 200 or more professional
and support staff. Central to most fund-raising offices is the
annual fund soliciting alumni and others, including the insti-
tution's faculty and staff, friends and members of the com-
munity, and parents of current students. A key adjunct to the
annual fimd for most institutions is a corporate matching pro-
gram that increases the value of individual donations by a fac-
tor of two, sometimes three or more.

Standard additional components of contemporary fund-
faising offices include a corporate and foundation relations

_office or officer to coordinate proposals and appeals to such
sources, an office or officer of planned giving to work on
arrangements like bequests, trusts, and insurance policies,
and a research office to develop and review files on prospec-
tive individual, corporate, and foundation donors. Some insti-
tutions also have staff designated to work with "major gifts."

Larger or more complex institutions may include devel-
opment officers with partial or total responsibility to specific
pans of the institution as part of a constituency fund-raising
operation. Such officers may have responsibility to raise sup-
port for athletics, for the liberal arts college or professional
schools and colleges, for the library, or for special areas, such
as fine arts or health programs. In centralized systems, these
constituency fund raisers work out of, report to, or work
closely with an institutional development office; in a decen-
tralized system, constituency fund raisers may have little for-
mal relationship with the institutionwide development office.

Data collected each year from participating institutions by
the Council for Aid to Education represent the best estimates
of total support by source and for each type of institution.
Overall, these estimates indicate that private support repre-
sents 6.7 percent of total institutional expenditures (Council
for Aid 1989). Comparing data from schools that report in
multiple years also provides useful estimates of change. Table
1 shows total support for higher education, by source, for
1987-88.

The most recent data from the Council highlight two
aspects of current private support: (1) By type, research/doc-
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TABLE 1

VOLUNTARY SUPPORT FOR HIGHER EDUCATION, 1987-88
Source Millions of Dollars Percent
Alumni $2,042 24.9%

Nonalumni 1,927 23.5

Corporations 1,853 22.6

Foundations 1,607 19.6

Religious organizations 197 2.4

Other 574 7.0

Total $8,200 100.0%

Source: Council for Aid 1989.

TABLE 2

VOLUNTARY SUPPORT BY TYPE OF INSITTUTION
1987-'88 AND CHANGE FROM 1986-'87

(000)
Type of Institution No. Voluntary Support In 1987 -'88 Percent Change

Amount Average per InstilutiOn from 1986-87

Research/doctoral
Private 71 $2,536,522 $35,726 -33
Public 112 2,142,948 19,133 +2.4

Comprehensive
Private

Public

191

154

617,550

212,668
3,23,
1,381

-13.8

+7.0

Liberal Arts

Private 336 1,070,624 3,186 -12.6

Public 12 15,413 1,284 +8.2

Specialized
Private 99 241,565 2,440 -2.6

Public 17 135,578 7,975 +3.6

Total four-year
Private 697 $4,466,261 $6,408 -7.1

Public 295 2,506,607 8,497 +2.8

Two-year
Private 25 19,731 789 -4.6

Public 125 48,685 389 +23.3

All private 722 $4,485,992 $6,213 -7.1

All public 420 2,555,292 6,084 +3.1

Grand total 1,142 $7,041,284 $6,166 -3.7

Source: Council for Aid 1989.
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toral institutions raise the most private support, about two-
thirds of the total; and (2) within type, private institutions
raise more money, on average, than their public counterparts.
The type of institution making the greatest percentage gains
in fund raising is the public two-year institution. Overall,

,among institutions that report their data, private institutions
now raise 64- percent of total private support (Council for Aid
1989). Table 2 is a summary of total private support, by type
of institution, with changes from 1986-87 to 1987-88 shown
for the (88 percent of) institutions reporting data for both
Years-

A comparison of fund-raising programs in a representative
group of 73 public and private institutions confirms that pri-
vate institutions make a greater investment in and have longer
histories of seeking private support (Duronio, Loessin, and
Borton 1988b). In the survey, the total institutional budget
of the 36 public colleges averaged 11 percent higher than the
total budget for the 37 private colleges. At the private insti-
tutions, however, the average endowment was three and one-
half times greater, the annual fund-raising expenses were 57
percent higher, and the total external support for the most
recent year was 48 percent higher.

The modal public institution reported less than 10 years
of experience in formal programs of seeking support from
alumni, nonalumni individuals, corporations, and foundations;
the modal private institution reported 10 to 25 years of expe-
rience in seeking funds from each of those constituencies
(Duronio, Loessin, and Borton 1988b). Extensive involvement
of the president and trustees in fund raising was more com-
mon among private institutions, but minimal or no involve-
ment of faculty in fund raising was equally likely at either type
of institution (64 percent overall).

Colleges and universities conduct capital campaigns to raise
large amounts of money for specific purposes, generally
including endowments, and to give focus and visibility to
increasingly ambitious plans for raising private support. Cap-
ital campaigns are the most frequent occasion to bring in out-
side consultants, often to help with a feasibility study to help
set the target, and are typically accompanied by an increase
in the number of fund-raising staff.

Described as "a time to attempt the unusualbut not the
startling" (Bennett and Hays 1986, p. 16), capital campaigns
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have been used to plan for and achieve ever higher levels of
private giving. In 1960, Harvard's goal of $82 million seemed
ambitious; by 1969, the,University of Chicago had raised
$160.5 million in three years. By the end of the 1970s, 42 per-
cent of small independent colleges had conducted a capital
campaign *Rhin the last three years, and 72 percent had
planned one in the next three (Wilmer 1980). By the mid-
1980s, 94 percent of colleges under 1,000 students reported
they had engaged in a capital campaign (Glennon 1985).

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, increasing numbers of
institutions, including expanding numbers of public institu-
tions, conducted capital campaigns. By 1988, more than 65
colleges and universities were trying to raise $100 million or
more within five years, and by 1990, goals of $1 billion were
still unusual but no longer startling. Originally discrete events,
capital campaigns have become a constant state for some Insti-
tutions; they serve as a way to describe, package, and com
municate the next round of searching for private gifts as well
as a vehicle for involving the campus community in the estab-
lishment of priorities and the solicitation of support.

18'
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INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS, POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

the first place I advise you to apply to all hose whom you
know will give something; next, to those whom you are uncer-

tain whether they will give anything or not, and show them
the list of those who have given; and lastly, do not neglect those
whom you are sure willgive nothing for in some of them you

may be mistaken.
Benjamin Franklin

Institutional effectiveness in fund raising has been the subject
of considerable investigation, but with a variety of methodo-
logical approaches and definitions of effectiveness. Fund mis-
ers, presidents, and governing boards have obvious interests
in determining which program characteristics, techniques,
or patterns of organization are associated with increased effec-
tiveness: Programs of demonstrated effectiveness can be
added, organizational patterns known to increase private giv-
ing adopted. Yet some characteristics used in studies of the
effectiveness of fund raising, such as the location of the insti-
tution or its proximity to major corporations or foundations,
are not readily subject to change by an act of the administra-
tion, the board, or the alumni volunteers. Other variables that
have been used in some studies to predict effectiveness are
more properly thought of as consequences or measures of
effectiveness (e.g., size of the endowment). Knowing their
association with effectiveness may improve one's understand-
ing of effectiveness but add not a whit to one's ability to con-
trol it. Advising a college president to increase the size of the
endowment as a way to improve the effectiveness of fund rais-
ing is no advice at all.

Three general approaches have been used to study insti-
tutional effectiveness in fund raising: (1) studies of perceived
effectiveness, (2) studies of objectively defined effectiveness,
and (3) studies of effectiveness adjusted for potential In the
first category, researchers employ an operational definition
of effectiveness derived by an expert panel, by the relative
frequency with which practitioners cite a particular charac-
teristic in a survey, or through correlational analysis of insti-
tutional characteristics. Such studies often attempt to deter-
mine the characteristics of effective fund-raising programs
through surveys of institutions with (or without) regard to
the institution's effectiveness, calling for the staffs professional
judgment about which factors are most significantly related
to effectiveness. Sometimes the studies employ juries of
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acclaimed fund raisers, asking them to rate or rank an exhaus
tive list of program characteristics for their relative importance
in an effective program. Several problems are inherent in this
approach: (1) What is commonplace or the norm in practice
may be vestigial but never optimal practices handed down
by the folklore of the profession; (2) what was effective years
ago may be less soor even ineffectivetoday but has not
yet dropped from the conventional wisdom; and (3) what
is effective for institutions with one set of characteristics may
not be as effective for other types of institutions.

The second category of studies, those using objectively
defined effectiveness, are more useful and somewhat more
generalizable in their findings. Such studies desa !-,e and dif-
ferentiate institutional practices, having made an a priori and
objective identification of effective versus ineffective insti-
tutions. This objective determination is based on the total
amount of support raised, sometimes adjusted for the size
of the instituron or number of alumni; measures of effective-
ness include total dollars raised, or average gift per solicita-
tion, or size of endowment, or endowment dollars per FTE
(full-time equivalent) student or per FTE faculty member
or a combination of these and other institutional data. Tne
logic behind this sort of definition is that dollars raised (how-
ever scaled or adjusted) is the best proxy of institutional effec-
tiveness in fund raising. This approach has the advantage of
identifying institutions, usually on a scale from highly effective
to relatively ineffective, and weighting the responses of those
institutions' staffs accordingly. A major problem with this
approach is that dollars raised, however scaled for institutional
differences, cannot account for an institution's position rel-
ative to its potential In other words, this approach takes into
account neither the institution's potential for fund raising nor
its relative effectiveness in raising funds.

The third category of studies includes effectiveness adjusted
for potential. More useful conceptually than studies of per-
ceived effectiveness or objectively defined effectiveness, these
studies include a measure of the institutions' potential for
fund raising and scale effectiveness accordingly. Most com-
monly, designers of these studies adjust the rating of effec-
tiveness by calculating the percentage of potential actually
realized in the fund-raising results, an adjustment not unlike
handicapping in horseracing or golf. The logic behind this
approach is that an institution with high potential for fund
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raising and only moderate effectiveness might raise more
actual dollars and-therefore seem more effective than an insti-
tution with a low potential and a rather high effectiveness.
When the results are scaled according to their own potential,
it is the latter institution rather than the former that will appear
more effective. The challenge in this approach is developing
and validating useful measures of an institution's potential
for raising private support.

The research to date on institutional effectiveness in fund
raising includes one largescale recent study (using objectively
defined Measures of success) and several smaller studies (of
various methodologies and definitions of success), often on
particular types of institutions. Taken together, these studies
provide some broad indications of factors related to institu-
tional success and begin to paint a picture of complexity,
according to institutional type, history, and particular
circumstance.

With support from the Exxon Education Foundation, a re-
search team collected data from over 300 institutions and
examined their success in raising funds, overall and from four
sources (Duronio, Loessin, and Borton 1988a, 1988b; Loessin,
Duronio, and Borton 1987, 1988a, 1988b). Institutions included
research universities, doctoral universities, comprehensive
universities, baccalaureate colleges, and twoyear colleges.
The results of their regression analyses predicting total sup-
port and support from four sources are summarized in table 3.

TABLE 3

PREDICTORS OF SUCCESS IN FUND RAISING,
BY SOURCE OF FUNDS

Alumni Nonalumni Corporations Foundations Total

Institutional type x x x x

Enrollment x x x

Size of endowment x x x x x

Alumni of record x x x

Expenditures for fund

raising x x x x

Expenditure per student x x x x

Institutional budget x x x x

Variance explained 87% 69% 81% 73% 87%

Source: Loessin, Duronio, and Dorton 1988h.
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For all types of institutions, total voluntary support was most
highly correlated (.78-.73) with expenditures for fund raising,
institutional budget, and size of endowment. Moderate corre-
lations (.68-.58) were found with number of alumni of record,
type of institution, expenditures per student, and enrollment.
Low correlations (.28-.12) were found with the age of the
institution, tuition, and private or public status.

While the effectiveness in fund raising overall and for all
institutions can be related to variables such as size of endow-
ment and expenditures per student, examining institutions
by type and donors by source shows considerable variation
from the overall pattern, with the greatest variation from the
general pattern found among public institutions, as a type,
and foundations, as a source (Duronio, Loessin, and Borton
1988b). Thus, while many of the beliefs about the effective-
ness of fund-raising practices have come from the longer
experience of private institutions, particularly older and
wealthier private institutions, their practices are not entirely
appropriately generalized to other types of institutions.

In general, the success of an institution's func. wising pro.
gram appears related to three types of variables: capacity, his-
tory, and effort.

An institution's capacity may be thought of as the hypothet-
ical maximum private support an institution could raise under
the best conditions. Capacity for fund raising is partly a func-
tion of the size of its alumni body and the collective wealth
of its alumni. Older and larger institutions and institutions
that attract students from wealthy families or prepare students
for high-paying careers have a larger pool of alumni wealth
from which they can potentially attract donations. Well-
developed alumni ties to corporations and foundations and
trustees' leadership in giving tend to increase an institution's
capacity for fund raising (Pickett 1977). Capacity may also
refer to the institution's total resources, measured, for exam
pie, by total expenditures per student or the importance of
research in the institution's mission; many donors prefer giv-
ing to build on success or to associate with prestige, which
they interpret as quality, rather than to fix a deficiency or to
give to needier institutions.

Although several researchers have included location or geo
graphic variables in their studies, the results have tended to
be inconclusive. Perhaps the clue to the influence of location

a measure of regional economic growth (Leslie and Ramey
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1988). And specialized institutions may have particular char-
acteristics that relate to capacity; for example, among church-
related schools, denominational support is a strong predictor
,of successful fund raising (Dean 1985).

A substantial history of effort in fund raising is also generally
related to institutional success. History provides an oppor--
tunity for experience and practice: a seasoned staff that knows
the institution and has developed a local sense of what does
and does not work idiosyncratically with the institution. His-
-tory can also build a sense of expectation or tradition in fund
raising. Many graduates of private liberal arts colleges know
from the time of application or freshman orientaticn that they
are expected to become loyal and contributing alumni; the
names of previous donors they see on residence halls and
science laboratories and attached to scholarships serve as a
continuing reminder of this expectation. Students at public
community colleges, on the other hand, enter and usually
leave the institution without such expectations. The efforts
that many institutions now put into student-alumni or senior
gift programs are one attempt to build a sense of expectation
and tradition.

History also provides an opportunity for programs to
Mature. Programs of alumni involvement and alumni giving
typically take years to include regional alumni clubs or to
develop strong reserves of volunteer leadership. Cultivation
of nonalumni donors takes time, and deferred giving pro-
grams typically need five to six years to begin showing results
(Beckett 1973). A history of effort also provides the time to
build momentum for larger efforts, such as capital campaigns.

The third general factor used to predict success is the effort
or priority an institution ghies its fund-raising program. Effort
is often measured by the size of the fund-raising staff or
budget (McGinnis 1980; Pickett 1977; Woods 1987), and the
staff at the most effective institutions may be five to seven
times the size of the staff at less effective institutions of similar
type (Hornbaker 1986). larger staffs and larger budgets pro-
vide the resources for larger and better research on and
records of donors, better personal contact with prospective
individual, corporate, and foundation donors, solicitation of
a higher percentage of alumni, and stronger programs of insti-
tutional promotion (Mack 1983; Webb 1982). A larger staff
also provides the support to develop case statements, plans,
and programs for fund-raising activities.

An itistiisdiont
capacity may
be thought of
as the
lapothetical
maximum
private
support an
institutkm
could raise
smder the best
conditions.
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A commonly used indicator of the priority an institution
gives its fund-raising efforts is the relationship of the president
to the fund-raising program. While no single best organiza-
tional pattern appears overall (McGinnis 1980), at smaller
institutions, the direct involvement of the president in making
calls on prospective donors has some predictive power for
success (Glennon 1985; Steinberg 1984), and at historically
black institutions, effective presidential speeches can provide
a voice appealing for funds, reinforce common beliefs, and
provide impetus for perseverance (Bell 1977). At larger insti-
tutions with more fund-raising staff to call on donors, a better
organizational indicator seems to be a direct reporting rela-
tionship of the chief development officer (CDO) to the pres-
ident and the involvement of the CDO in institutional plan-
ning and setting priorities (Webb 1982).

Taken together, these factors can help explain differences
among types of institutions. Newer institutions have smaller
pools of alumni and shorter histories of fund raising. Many
public colleges have less wealthy student bodies than do pri-
vate institutions, and the selection and role of trustees in many
public institutions almost ensure little active involvement in
fund raising. Public institutions without strong traditions of
private fund raising or substantial expectations from their
states that they will or should raise private support often have
difficulty assigning sufficient resources to strengthen fund-
raising programs.

Of these three general factorscapacity, history, and effort
or prioritycapacity is the least amenable to change. Fund
raisers or presidents can do little to change the size or wealth
of the pool of alumni, and efforts at institutional impact on
regional economic success are problematic. History is some-
what amenable to influence, because history continues to
create itself; further, institutions can take some effort to build
traditions or expectations of private support. For example,
it is widely held that a successful campaign raises the level
of expectation for continued giving. The effort or priority an
institution assigns to its fund raising is the most amenable
to the direct influence of presidents, other officers, and
governing boards. Beyond indicating that more effort or a
higher priority will over time likely produce greater success
in fund raising, however, research is of little direct help to
specific institutions in assigning newly invested resources in
specific programs. Nor does a greater investment address c
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siderations of efficiency and marginal costs. General principles
of management that suggest improved research and record
keeping, planning and setting priorities, matching effort to
strategic advantage and institutional mission, and institution-
ally based evaluation represent the best available advice.
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ORGANIZATION AND COSTS

The 041 central office was under my bat.
William Lawrence (1926), working with two colleagues on

a turn-of-the-century fund-raising campaign at Harvard

Two pressing questions from practitioners in fund raising,
particularly newcomers, are what programs to offer and at
what cost. Fund raising is largely motivated by the inade-
qtmcies of higher education budgets, and decisions about
starting new programs in fund raising or advancement mindful
of their costs send decision makers looking for advice about
which programs to initiate and what return to expect on their
investment While the literature does not provide the direct
answers to these questions, some general guidance is
available.

Organization
The organization of fund raising within institutions of higher
education is quite varied. Not only does great variety exist
in the components included in fund raising and where fund
raising is placed in the overall institution; what related com-
ponents are included with fund raising also vary. The often-
recommended inclusion of admissions, athletics, alumni, com-
munications, capital projects: fund raising, government rela-
tions, and public relations under the umbrella of advance-
ment may be viewed as the consistent ideal of organization,
but it is rarely an actuality.

The concepts of development and advancement are quite
new in higher education. In the 1950s, two major worits on
financing of higher education failed to mention "develop-
ment," and in 1970, the Directory of Colleges and Universities
showed fewer than 25 percent of institutions had arch a for-
mal integrated function at the level of vice president or direc-
tor (Ishoy 1972).

In 1957, the American Alumni Council (MC) and the Amer-
ican College Public Relations Association (AC?Rk) held a joint
conference to focus on coordinating and strengthening their
common efforts. Their report, "The Advancement of Under-
standing and Support of Higher Education," nicknamed the
"Greenbrier Report," first articular the principle of consis-
tent and integrated organization of efforts in advancement,
and the two groups later merged to become the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).
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A dear trend toward greater organization of fund raising
and a broader concerrinli7Irion of advancement since the
Greenbrier Report are evident from surveys of higher edu-
cation. For example, a 1971 survey of public and private col-
leges and universities found that more than half had organized
fund-raising programs and that almost half of the balance in-
dicated an intention to establish one (Meyer 1971). Most pro-
grams were 20 years old or younger, and, predictably, the
private colleges had the older and more sophisticated fund-
raising effortsreporting a planned giving office. capital cam-
paign, or other indicators of advanced programmingfol-
lowed by the private and public universities, with the public
colleges bringing up the rear. A survey of land-grant univer-
sities some 15 years later reported that three-quarters of insti-
tutions reporting had organized offices of advancementwith
few of them more than 10 years oldand almost all respond-
ents included alumni relations, fund raising, and public rela-
tions within the rubric of "advancement" (Jefferson 1985)-

A study of institutional effectiveness in fund raising, using
a comprehensive sampling of institutions, reports data on
components of organization and practice (Loessin, Duronio,
and Bolton 1988b). These data are instructive as to what the
most common core of programs and practices is in this
national, comprehensive sample. Seventy-five percent or more
of the respondents reported several practices:

Setting goals for voluntary support
Using year -end results for evaluation and setting goals
Involving tl.st president and fund-raising staff in setting
goals
Automating, at least partially, record keeping
Using mass mailings and phonathons
Holding regional alumni events
Identifying alumni for major gifts
Soliciting faculty and staff
Identifying potential donors among nonalumni, foun-
dations, and corporations
Establishing a matching gifts program.

This list suggests that sound practices and organization have
become increasingly more widespread and sophisticated in
the past 30 years.
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Costs of Fund Raising

The cost of raising a dollar by the Red Cross during
World War II was three cent&

Institutional spending is the most consistently reported vari-
able associated with the effectiveness of institutional fund-
raising programs. The more sophisticated studies define effec-
tiveness with an adjustment for estimated potential, which
is variously defined but usually takes into account internal
and external resources available to the institution. An insti-
tution with a rich and large alumni body, a location and a
research program favorable to corporate and foundation inter-
ests, a high regional per capita income, and high productivity
among local businesses, for example, would be deemed to
have a high potential; one lacking these attributes would be
at the lowend.

With or without adjustments for estimated potential, the
variable representing spending on fund raising seems to be
the best correlate of the effectiveness of fund raising, suggest-
ing that an institution wishing to increase its results should
consider increasing the amount spent on fund raising. A deci-
sion to increase institutional spending should have the benefit
of some reasoned assessment of how much more to spend
with regard to expected returns. Very little reliable research
exists on capacity and effort, or how much an increase in
spending will yield in improved results, or the extent to which
the results are subject to diminishing returns, however. Little
information is available to suggest the necessary or desirable
level of spending visavis the management of marginal costs,
although a few extant analyses of spending patterns and fund-
raising costs and some excellent reviews of the subject serve
as a starting point.

The best known review of institutional spending on
advancement and institutional capacity is the work of John
W. Leslie, who reviewed American institutions' spending pat-
terns on institutional advancement programs. His review of
the variables thought to be significant in the assessment of
potential concludes that we are far short of a simple formu-
lation of these variables in assessing institutional capacity or
potential for fund raising or setting fund-raising expenditures
for optimal results (Leslie 1979). From his work and that of
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others, one can conclude that the range of dollars spent per
dollar raised varies enormously, from a few pennies per dollar
raised to half or more of the return (Duronio, Loessin, and
Nirschel 1989; Isherwood 1986; Paton 1986; Ramsden 1979;
Willmer 1980). The only consistent point is that the more suc-
cessful and more complex institutions spend more as a per-
centage of their total budgets, that cost per gift dollar is lower
among the institutions raising more dollars, and that private
institutions tend to spend more as a share of total budgets
and to get better return on that investment. Whether these
patterns can be explained by differences in the institutions'
potential or differences in their established histories of com-
mitment to and experience with fund raisingor other fac-
torscannot be determined.

A review of the costs of fund raising found that differences
were so great between different types of institutions and that
ranges were so wide within institutional types that the authors
recommended that their findings be consulted only to see
how costs varied by institutional type, not to look for guidance
in evaluating one's own institutional costs (Duronio, Loessin,
and Nirschel 1989).

Fund raising too, is subject to the law of diminishing
returnsthe wider the periphery, the greater the effort, the

smaller the gift and the higher the cost
Harold H. Seymour

Although institutions have a natural interest in knowing
how much they should expect to spend to raise a dollar, the
research and advice on this matter is far from conclusive. In
mature fund-raising programs, for example, private institutions
spend about eight cents to raise a dollar, while public insti-
tutions spend 12 cents (Fisher 1989); the same book suggests
an average of 14 to 17 cents per dollar (Evans 1989). A study
of small colleges found that they spend an average of 14 to
19 cents per dollar (Glennon 1985). One suggestion for
mature programs is 15 cents per dollar as the top of the ac-
ceptable range of costs (Fisher 1989), while another author
suggests 20 to 25 cents per dollar as being high but acceptable
(Evans 1989). Yet another author reports that institutions rais-
ing between $150,000 and $600,000 can expect to spend 25
to 29 cents to raise a dollar (Willmer 1980).
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Costs of fund raising may vary by type of donor or method
of solicitation. Reasonable costs for various types of programs

-are 15 to 35 percent for annual giving, below 10 percent for
-major gifts, below 10 percent for corporate gifts, and below
5 percent for foundation gifts (Evans 1989). The additional
cost of a capital campaign has been estimated at 3 to 10 per-
Scent of target (Evans 1989) or 5 to 15 percent (Bornstein

- 1989a), with small campaigns costing relatively more. The
-cost of the typical direct mail and phonathon program has
been estimated at 30 percent of the amount raised (Wisdom
1989). These cost estimates are not well documented by
research, however, and they are likely to vary by type of insti-
tution, effort, capacity, and the track record a school has in
raising funds from a particular source.

Normative data on total spending, the share it represents
of an institution's total expenditures, or the average cost per
gift dollar do little to help an institution assess its potential
or monitor its efficiency. More promising is the approach
using the hypothetical curves of predisposition and capacity
(Paton 1986). These curves serve as a model for determining
how closely one is approaching capacity by monitoring the

-slope and other changes in the curve of return for effort
expended. Monitoring marginal costthe increased cost asso-
ciated with an increase in funds raisedis far more important
than average cost in assessing overall performance. Marginal
cost probably declines if an institution increases effort when
it is far from its potentialand probably rises as the institution
grows closer to its maximum potential fund raising. If, for
example, an institution makes no effort at fund raising but
receives occasional and unsolicited or uncultivated gifts, then
its cost per dollar raised is theoretically zero. As efforts are
made to cultivate donors and raise funds, the cost per dollar
raised for these additional dollars can only rise. An institution
with a small or modest fund-raising program but far from its
maximum potential can probably raise additional dollars with
decreases, or only small increases, in its marginal fund-raising
cost; an institution very close to its maximum would expe-
rience rather large increases in marginal costs to raise add,
tional dollars. As an institution adds more effort and expense,
it approaches its hypothetical maximum, all the time noting
increases in marginal costs (or diminishing returns on the
investment of effort and expense). When that theoretical ceil-
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ing of potential is reached, increased expenditures and efforts
will produce no gains whatsoever.

Institutions interested in evaluating their own performance
should not rely on average costs compared with other insti-
tutions but should monitor changes in marginal costs as a
means of estimating their approach to their theoretical max-
imums (Paton 1986). This advice, combined with the sug-
gested monitoring of allocations to advancement, percent of
educational and general budget spent on advancement, and
information about gifts by source and purpose, and the near-
universal call for more consistent reporting of data about
costs, is probably the best approach for an institution attempt-
ing to evaluate its costs, efforts, and outcomes.
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DONORS' BEHAVIOR AND THEIR MOTIVATION

Gifts can be seen as motivated in part to win favor with the
beneficiary, [and] gifts to churches can be seen as buying
some influence with the Almighty. Andrew Mellon gave his

church money for building a rather magnificent new edifice.
A member of the congregation was overheard referring to it

as "Andy's Fire Escape."
Bakal (1981, p. 212)

Knowledge of donors' behavior and motivation is critical to
the practicing fund raiser. As input to the design of a market-
ing strategy, it can inform the choice of timing for solicitation
and campaigns (economic considerations), the particular
pitch (emotional versus collaborative ties), and the size of
the request (group and organizational motivation and elas-
ticity). The shift from charity and toward philanthropy of fund
raising for higher education in the last hundred years has
come about largely as a result of an increased undelianding

r of donors' motivation. Early educational institutions' religious
roots suggested that appeals should be charitable, that they
should offer the donor the chance to give the disadvantaged
the benefits of salvaging sustenance. But today, Stanford Uni-
Versity and Miami-Dade Community College are hardly piti-
able; a philanthropic rather than charitable pitch characterizes
their approach to donors and, in a more comprehensive sense,
their model of the relationship between donor and
beneficiary.

Modeling Donors' Behavior and Motivation
Two simple but competing explanations of donors' behavior
are a charitable model and an economic model. The char-
itable model assumes that giving is based on altruism, on
notions of the advantaged helping the deprived. Econometric
models suggest that donations are a function of income, the
frequency or messages for the public good, provision of tax
incentives, and disincentives to a free ride among nondonors.
The Economy of Love and Fear (Boulding 1973) advances
the notion of grants economicsthe economics of one-way
transfers of money or goods, such as through taxation, redis-
tribution of income, payments within families (e.g., college
tuition for one's children), and charity. The traditional
exchange economics cannot adequately explain "grants"
(meaning any one-way transfer), but such simplistic economic
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models as explanations of the behavior of individuals and
groups as donors are of limited usefulness (Boulding 1973).

Many additional factors might account for giving that are
not accounted for in altruistic or economic models. Private
giving may be partly explained by such motives as buying
acclaim and friendship, yielding ..o general egoistic desires,
assuaging feelings of guilt, maximizing profits, repaying advan-
tages received (such as college alumni might wish to do),
investing in activities that have indirect utility to the donor
(such as investment in research and service activities of a col-
lege or foundation), or receiving the tangible perquisites of
private giving. Because sociologists have somewhat ignored
the behavior of giving and studies by psychologists have
generally been contrived experiments, empirical studies of
giving have been left largely to economists (Jencks 1987).

Economists tend to label philanthropic gifts as "charity,"
a simplistic and misleading application of the term (Jencks
1987). While "charity" connotes the advantaged helping the
deprived, only about 10 percent of philanthropic giving is
charitable in the sense employed by economists (Jencks
1987). Combining charity theory and exchange theory
accounts for giving by individuals or corporations (Drachman
1983). The economists' exchange theory is based on a two-
person, two-good situation it. which each party benefits from
the mutual exchange of tangible goods. The part about tan-
gible goods was a stumbling block in developing theories
of private giving until economists decided that charity theory
could be based upon the utility to the donor of the gift given.
The utility could be altruism or an indirect benefit (maintain-
ing or enhancing the prestige of one's alma mater) or more
direct (the prestige associated with giving).

Based on a review of recent empirical findings, Jne author
challenges the classic notions of donors' altruism, the assump-
tion in economics of a direct relationship between giving and
tax, income distribution, and size of population (Andreoni
1986). The findings also fail to support the Samuelsonian
notion of a free ride among nondonors and the notion that
public provision drives out private philanthropy. The preferred
model includes the notion of "impure altruism," in which
the donor enjoys additional utility beyond altruism from the
act of giving.

Economic models of the exchanges of gifts differ from
exchanges in the marketplace in several ways, the most



obvious being that in market exchanges, money (or goods)
is exchanged for goods or services and a sense of balance and
completeness is achieved; that is, the transaction is completed.
In exchanges of gifts, a gift upsets the balance and the recip-
ient is beholden to the giver, calling for another exchange
in which the donor and recipient change places. Applied to
education, gift exchange theory suggests that the college gave
its alumni their advantage in life, their education, and their
:first jobsall substantial gifts. It then asks the grateful alumni
to give to annual and capital campaigns--to give time, energy,
leadership, and emotional support. The college responds with
its return gifts of recognition and its announced perquisites
of membership in giving clubs, luncheons, honorary plaques,
,tokens and invitations to briefings and dedications, honorary
'degrees, and even the donor's name on a building. In
response to these giftstheir return on earlier giftsdonors
are cultivated to even higher levels of giving and receive even
higher levels of gifts in exchange. The cycle ratchets ever
;higher.

Developing models of donors' behaviorunderstanding
-donors' motivations, determining who is psychologically or
emotionally connected to the institution and whyis essential
to the succe&ful marketing of fund-raising efforts, from indi-
viduals, such as alumni, to businesses and other organizations
to corporations and foundations with formal charitable mech-
anisms and goals to trustees and fellow employees. Often
research about donors' behavior is couched in alumni surveys
of status and attitude. Alumni research is often specific to an
institution and not "clean enough" to add to the general store-
house of knowledge (Melchiori in press a). Research done
within institutions generally has the purpose of increasing
donations from alumni, and questions in surveys are worded
so they do not offend any alumni; consequently, they seldom
ask what vie really need to know.

An Overview of Donors' Behavior

Tinsel doesn't attract gold.
John A. Pollard

Studies of general giving behavior, some of which draw upon
large-scale data banks, can provide some useful insights for
higher education. While giving increases with age (Jencks
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1987), little evidence suggests whether the statement is true
for all cohorts or whether people born in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries have simply given more all of their lives.
The evidence also indicates that people who are married or
widowed give more than single people and that people with
dependent children give more than others, even when income
level and tax bracket are held constant. "These findings sug-
gest that concern for others is not usually a zero sum senti-
ment in which family members 'use up' their concern for oth-
ers on one another and have nothing 'left over' for outsiders.
Instead, our concern for others seems to expand when we
live with others" (Jencks 1987, p. 327). Reversing the direction
in that inference might also lead one to conclude that people
with more concern for others are more likely to marry, raise
children, and maintain intact family households.

Further analysis of demographic data tends to confirm,
though not conclusively, the general belief that women are
more generous and suggests that Protestants may give more
than Catholics. More important to higher education, estimates
indicate that an extra year's schooling adds 5 percent in char-
itable giving, holding income constant (Jencks 1987), and
that people who give $500 or more per year make larger aver-
age gifts to higher education than to any other type of organ-
ization (Hodgkinson and Weitzman 1986).

Research on private giving suggests that motivations for and
patterns of giving differ significantly by the circumstances of
the donor and the target of the gifts; the circumstances and
motivations for giving to religion, education, charity, and the
arts differ in significant ways. Overall studies of private giving
reveal a U-shaped curve, with the largest giving, as a percent
of income, among the least and the most affluent.

Wealthy respondents tend to give higher proportions of
their total charitable gifts to colleges and universities than do
less wealthy respondents, whose giving tends to favor religion
(Balz 1987). Donors to private colleges and universities are
more likely to be giving to additional colleges and universities
than are donors to public institutions. Among donors to pri-
vate insOtions, giving to colleges and universities is a higher
percent otal charitable giving. Public institutions obtain
about 0. .irds of their total private giving from gifts over
$5,000, private institutions more than three-quarters.

In a study of major donors, the author interviewed 30
donors of $1 million or more, asking them to tell what mo-



tivated them to make such gifts (Hunter 1975). Their primary
responses were worthiness of the cause, personal interest or
,association with the cause, knowledge that the organization
was managed well, a sense of real social need, a sense of com-
munity obligation, and tax benefits.

Correlational analyses from a survey of over 300 institutions
give clues to varying motivations by type of donor (Loessin,
Duronio, and Borton 1988b). Alumni giving appears inde-
pendent of the institution's tuition, number of alumni of
record, and type of institution, suggesting that successful

,alumni giving programs are now conducted in all types and
sizes of institutions. The association between alumni giving
and expenditures for fund raising, on the other hand, suggests
that alumni giving is related to regular reminders and encour-
agements to give. Giving among nonalumni is associated with
the size of the institutional budget and the market value of
the endowment, suggesting that these donors are influenced
by prestigerelated variables and a tradition of private support
at the institution.

Giving by corporate donors is associated with the size of
the institutional budget, the number of alumni of record, and
the institution's expenditures for fund raising, which can be
interpreted as reflections of the importance corporate donors

Ice on the "capacity to perform" and may be related to the
si7 and research mission (Loessin, Duronio, and

B oundations' giving is correlated with a col-
s expenditures for fund raising, the value

'ment, expenditures per student, and the total size
These relationships suggest that foundations'

is reidte.d to the success an institution has with other
donors and its overall wealth.

Table 4 shows predictors of voluntary support, by type of
donor, for 73 Camegieclassified Research Universities (I)
(Leslie and Ramey 1988). Although some variables affect all
groups of donors similarly, some affect groups of donors dif-
ferently and to very different degrees. Size was consistently
significant as a predictor of giving, but this factor should be
interpreted as local and regional impact; larger institutions
are more influential in their locales than are smaller institu
tions (Leslie and Ramey 1988). Spending per student was pos-
itively related to giving among nonalumni individuals and
foundations, suggesting that these donors believe in a rela-
tionship between price and quality. Alumni may respond to
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emphasis on traditions and prestigeage of institution and
quality ratingand both groups of individuals may respond
favorably to shortfalls in state appropriations. Business dona
tions are higher to institutions located in areas of economic
growth.

TABLE 4

PREDICTORS OF GIVING: RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
Individuals Organizations Totzl

Alumni Nonalumni Business Nonbusiness
Measures of quality

Quality rating

Age of institution

Expenditure per student

Fund-raising Effort
Percent solicited

Fund - raising history
Endowment per alumnus

State appropriation per
Fit Student (public
institutions)

Regional Economic Growth + + +

Size + + + + +

R2 .56 .60 .46 .45 .71

Source: Leslie and Ramey 1988.

A limited number of studies has also been conducted on
distinctive types of institutions. Alumnae of women's colleges,
for example, have been shown to be nearly twice as likely
to be donors as are graduates of coed institutions. The Wom-
en's College Coalition (1988) compared data from 354 private
coed colleges to 51 four-year private women's colleges and
found that the average gift by an alumna of a women's college
is 26 percent larger than that of graduates of coed colleges
in their sample. For the decade ending in 1987, women's col-
leges showed greater gains than coed colleges in a range of
types of private support: average gift, total giving, realized
bequests, the share of unrestricted gifts, and corporate
matched gifts. These changes may be attributed to a high
degree of loyalty, increased earnings and greater financial
sophistication among alumnae, increased control over dis-
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aetionary income, and more effective fund-raising practices
among the women's colleges.

Alumni giving to historically black colleges and universities
has been quite limited, although current efforts are under way
to build expectations and traditions of giving to such insti-
tutions. Evidence suggests that alumni of historically black
colleges have more positive attitudes toward giving if the col-
lege president is perceived to be an effective writer and
speaker, if the public image of the institution is high, and if
the alumni give positive ratings to the quality and quantity
of alumni correspondence, the quality of alumni programs,
and to their experiences as undergraduate students (Evans
1986).

Predicting Alumni Giving
A national survey of previous college students indicates that
about one-quarter of people who have attended college have
donated A some time to their undergraduate institution; one-
quarter who have not donated indicate they have not been
asked (Lindenmann 1983). Donations were higher among
those who have earned a baccalaureate (40 percent) than
among those who did not (13.5 percent); most likely from
those who had attended a religious college (48 percent), fol-
lowed by an independent college (33 percent) and a public
institution (22 percent); slightly more likely from women (28
percent) than from men (24 percent); and increasingly likely
as level of income increased (20 percent of those earning less
than $15,000 gave, compared to 52 percent of those making
over $40,000). Loyalty to one's alma mater was an important
factor in giving, cited more often by those who had attended
independent schools (76 percent) than public institutions
(57 percent).

A relatively large number of surveys predicts alumni donors
or classifies them at various levels of giving. Most of the stu-
dies are dissertations, and most are based on a single insti-
tution, most cllen a university. The results, summarized in
table 5, do not support strong conclusions. In general, char-
acteristics or behaviors of alumni while they were students
are not strong predictors of future giving; no conclusive pat-
tern supports differences based on entering ability, pattens
of attendance, participation in student organizations, place
of residence, choice of major, or grade point average. Findings
on financio: aid are mixed, with some suggestion that likely
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predictors of giving are either receiving no financial aid or
receiving scholarships (as opposed to loans). It may be the
case that students who do not feel economically disadvan-
taged by the costs of college attendance are more likely to
become alumni donors.

The findings on the current status, beliefs, and behavior
of alumni are somewhat more helpful in predicting their
behavior as donors, though simple demographic variables
prove poor predictors. Age, sex, marital status, and having
children are poor predictors, but some evidence indicates
that the relationship between age and giving is curvilinear,
with the largest donations coming from age groups in the
middle of the distribution. This phenomenon represents the
crossing of two curves: motivation (a diminution of q1-4mni
motivation as their time distance from the institution
increases) and capacity (as they earn more they can afford
to give more) (Connolly and Blanchette 1986).

Earning one or more degrees from an institution is a con-
sistent predictor of giving. Occupation is not a consistent pre-
dictor, although some evidence suggests that alumni in
higher-paying fields may be more likely to give or to give
more.

Perhaps the best predictors of alumni giving are an emo-
tional attachment to the school, participation in alumni events,
and participation in and donation to other voluntary and reli-
gious groups. While these variables are the most consistently
reported indicators of alumni giving and can be fairly easily
measured through survey research, they are not those most
likely to be contained in an alumni data base and their utility
in selecting alumni likely to give or give more is thus limited.

Tax Incentives, Economics, and DonoTs' Behavior

7-be top I percent of taxpayers make 15 percent of total char-
itable contributions and 36 percent of all efts of properly.

the Internal Revenue Service

One principal component of the cost of charity is the deduc-
tibility of charitable gifts. Federal income tax dates back to
1913. Individuals have been allowed to deduct charitable con-
tributions since 1917; corporations have been permitted to
do so since 1935. It is reasonable to believe that philanthropy
will ris,.: if core money is available and decline when less
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TABLE 5

PREDICTIONS OF ALUMNI DONATIONS

Variables

information from Student Years
Distance to school at time of admission
Higher SAT or ACT score
Entry _s freshman or transfer
Attvded all four years
Age (?3-1-) at time of admission
Particip.nion in student groups

Mortar Board (for student acthities)
Place of residence while in school

Greek affiliate
Recen2.1 financial aid

Thought it was sufficient
Lower for loan recipients
Amount of college costs borrowed

Academic performance

Full or part-time studies
Day students give more
Years of attendance
Those with more years give less
Academic major

Arts and sciences give more than
management

liberal arts and sciences
Engineering

Obtained job through placement

Current information
Sex

Men give more

Marital status

Married
Spouse attended/is also an alumna

Predictors Nonpredictors

McKee (1975)
Dahl (1981)

Gardner (1975)
Koreas (1984)
Keller (1982)
thddad (1986)
Gardner (1975)
Dietz (1985)

Haddad (1986)
Beeler (1982)

arras (om)
Dietz (1985)

KaNns (1984)

Koreas (1984)

Koms (1984)
Koreas (1984)

McNally (1985)
Beeler (1982)
Koreas (1984)

Koreas (1984)
Haddad (1986)
Dietz (1985)
Dietz (1985)
Koreas (1984)
Haddad (1986)

Koreas (1984)
Beeler (19)
Koreas (1984)
Koreas (1984)

Koreas (1984)
Keller (190
McNally (1985)

Beeler (1982)
Haddad (1986)
Dietz (1985)

Haddad (1986)

Haddad (1986)
McNally (195;;

Dietz (1985)

McKee (1975)
Koreas (1984)
Keller (1982)

Beeler (1982)
!Corms (19E4)
Keller (1982)

Koreas (1984)
Keller (1982)
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Variables

Spouse contributed to college
Status of children

Have children

Tv children
Children currently in college
Children 18 or older

Current distance to school

Closer
Farther

Degrees earned
Undergraduate degree

More than one degree
Graduate education

Occupation

Eduation-related
Managerial and professional
life science-related

Income
Over $10,000
Over $15,000

Alumni programs
Participation

Reads alumni publications
Number of years as dues payer
Satisfaction with alumni events

Visits to college per year
Maintains close contact
Current knowledge of school

Age

Older give more
Middle group gives mast

Emotional attachment to school

Religion
Practicing member (la group
Active in church of school affiliation

Other beltnior
Gives to other causes
Participates in voluntary organizations

Predictors

Haddad (1986)

Haddad (1986)

Haddad (1986)

McKee (1975)
Beeler (1982)

McKee (1975)
Dahl (1981)
McKee (1975)
Beeler (1982)

McKee (1975)
Beeler ( on)
Diaz (1985)

Koreas (1984)
Dietz (1985)

McKee (1975)
Koreas (1984)
Keller (1982)
Haddad (1526)
Kelly (1979)
Kelly (1979)

Carlson (1978)

Haddad (1986)
McKee (1975)
McKee (1975)
Beeler (1982)
Gardner (1975)
Carlson (1978)

Kelly (1979)
Gardner (1975)

Markoff (1978)
Markoff (1978)

Nonpredictors

Beeler ( on)
!Comas (1984)

Konas (1984)

Koreas (1984)
Keller (1982)
Haddad (1986)

McNally (1985)

Konas (1984)
Mc ally (1985)
Keller (19a)

Konas (1984)
Koreas (1984)

Korvas (1984)
McNally (1985)
Konas (1984)
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Variables

Belongs to specialnterest groups
Gives to graduate alma mater

Beliefs
Alumni and friends should give
President should raise funds
Tax incentives spur gifts
No contact explains no gifts
School had positive influence
School quality currently high
Positive feelings about school
Politically conservative (as is school)

Predictors Nonpredictors

McNally (1985)
Koreas (1984)

MacIsaac (1973)
Maclsaac (1973)
MacIsaac (1973)
lvlacisaac (1973)
Koreas (1984)
Koreas (1984)
McKinney (1978)
Gardner (1975)

is available, that private giving will increase if the cost of giv-
ing is lower and decrease if the cost of giving rises. The two
most recent tests of this notion were the tax reforms of 1986
and the stock market crash of late 1987. As those who did not
expect to itemize in the future made their last deductible gifts,
a rush of private giving to higher education was experienced
in late 1986, swelling slightly the 1986 reports of giving. After
private voluntary support for higher education posted 15 con-
secutive years of 12 percent average annual gains, 1987-88
faltered but apparently because of the rush in late 1986 and
some conservatism resulting from the market meltdown in
the fall of 1987. The other consequence of tax reform, the
increased cost of charity (those in the top bracket are pay-
ing 67 cents for a one dollar gift now, up from 50 cents be-
fore 1987), seems to have influenced giving to higher educa-
tion, with a reduction of 3.5 percent over 1986-87. Gifts most
susceptible to the influence of such reformappreciated
gifts and gifts over $5,000were particularly affected (Bailey
1989, p. 8).

The market crash of 1987 reduced the dollar value of most
endowments significantly, but income from those endow-
ments -the immediate concern of college administrators
was not much affected. Furthermore, several institutions
launching campaignsM1Ts $550 million campaign, for
examplereported that progress was undiminished in any
detectable way by the events of October 1987. While it is
tempting to interpret these gross data and anecdotes, the
research on the influence of tax incentives, cost of giving, and
economic factors is more illuminating.

An examination of economic trends related to giving trends
over time, using a time series analysis on total giving to higher
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education for 1932 to 1974, concludes that businesses tended
to adjust giving to the current economic climate, while indi-
vidualsalumni and nonalumnigave without regard to, or
even despite, economic conditions (Drachman 1983). The
implications for fund-raising strategy are that different char-
acteristics should be stressed when dealing with different
donors. Alumni and nonalumni should be solicited in dif-
ferent ways; businesses and individuals should be pursued
at different times and with different approaches with regard
to economic conditions and the demonstrated needs of the
institution.

Several studies conducted on the effect on donors of the
deductibility of charitable contributions show that the incen-
tive of deductibility is higher among individuals receiving
higher incomes; that is, donations are inversely related to
price and directly related to income (Schwartz 1970; Taussig
1967). Gifts to education and hospitals appear particularly
price sensitive, eliminating deductibility would appear to cut
giving to educational institutions and hospitals by half
although leaving religion largely unaffected (Feldstein 1975).

A U-shaped distribution of charitable giving is related to
family income, with the tipping point about twice the median
family income (when charitable contributionsas a percent
of income begin to rise again) (Jencks 1987). For example,
1981 IRS data on taxpayers who itemize (who give more than
taxpayers who do not) show that as a percent of adjusted
gross income (AGI), taxpayers with incomes under $10,000
gave about 6.2 percent; the low point, 2.3 percent, was for
taxpayers with AGIs from $25,000 to $49,999, after whit giv-
ing rises again to 4.1 percent in the $100,000 to $499,999
bracke, Ad to 8.9 percent among those reporting AGIs of
$500,000 or more. The tentative explanation is that individuals
have two motives for giving: payingyour dues and giving
away your surplus (Jencks 1987). Giving to churches is paying
your dues; as income rises, giving to churches increases, but
not proportionately. Giving to colleges (and hospitals) is
more like giving away your surplus. Much alumni giving is
to major private institutions, whose graduates tend to do well
economically, and much of the total giving to higher educa-
tion is from nonalumni who give for such purposes as build-
ings and endowed chairs. The U-shaped distribution of giving
with respect to income is a product of these two motives at
work. With regard to tax incentives, the rich are understand-
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ably more sensitive to taxes, but the relat!.1n5hip is more with
marginal tax rate than with absolute level of income (Jencks
1987).

Donors' Behavior and Intercollegiate Athletics

I would rather see the color of the blue-tipped oars first across
the finish line than gaze at the matchless splendor of a mas-
terpiece of Titian. I would rather watch the hats go over the

across bar after a Yale victory than the finest dramatic per-
formance the world has ever known. I would rather hear

"March, March on Down the Field" rather than listen to the
music of a great opera (Rudolph 1962, p. 430).

An alumni speaker at the victory celebration at the New
York Yale club honoring the crew team that had defeated

Harvard in 1922

One controversial aspet-t of donors' behavior is the effect of
athletic teams' success on giving. Some argue that success in
athletics brings favorable attention and recognition to a col-
lege or university, increases pride and bonding among alumni,
and has a positive spillover effect on all fund raising at the
institution. Others argue that athletic success motivates only
a small proportion of alumni and can have the effect of di-
minishing the academic reputation of a colle,:! enjoying
athletic success and thus have neutral or deletericus effects
on private support. The question has been around and studied
longer than almost any other research question in fund raising
for higher education.

We are told that alumni contributions are important. Well
I have watched alumni, and my observation is that alumni
are all talk and no money. The largest hoi-air balloon that
floats over the average university is the myth about alumni
giving. If, you need a new stadium, the alumni run around
foaming at the mouth, promising you the sky if you build
it, but giving you nothing. Alumni are good at threatening
you with reprisals; but they don't even give you a chance
to watch their checks bounce. Pleasing the alumni is the big
excuse for having intercollegiate football, but it is not le-
gitimate (Mitchell 1982, pp. 22-24).

One of the best-documented inquiries in the history or fund
raising is of the widely held conviction that winning teams
produce higher yields in private giving, often bolstered only

One of the
best-
documented
inquiries in
the history of
fund raising
is of the widely
hem
conviction
that winning
teams produce
higher yields
in private
giving
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by anecdotes of institutions where winning teams appeared
to induce increased private giving or losing teams to reduce
it. Few areas of inquiry into fund raising have been as long
and as thoroughly examined, yet few areas of conventional
thinking and practice in higher education seem so clearly at
odds with the empirical findings.

As many as 70 years ago, Dr. Arnaud Marts, president of
Buclaie 11, reviewed the fortunes of 16 colleges emphasizing
football and 16 comparable schools that did not from 1921
to 1923. The endowments of the nonfootball schools outgrew
these of the football schools (1934). He observed that many
colleges thought investments in football would be of value
in attracting students and gift dollars, yet his findings were
clearly at odds with any positive causal link. While the meth-
odology is flawed, the findings were a portent of almost all
research on this subject since. A study of 151 institutions that
dropped football between 1939 and 1974, for example, con-
cludes that the schools experienced no significant negative
effects from dropping football and that some institutions actu-
ally experienced significantly positive results (Springer 1974).

While some of the writing about athletics and giving is
largely anecdotala lengthy list of individual cases docu-
ments where winning teams seemed to spark increased giving,
for example (Amdur 1971)much sophisticated methodol-
ogy, design, and analysis have been applied to this area of
inquiry. Some researchers have defined athletic success as
percent of winning season, bowl invitations, and conference
ranking and successful kind raising -3^, annual giving, annual
giving by alumni, total giving, and increases adjusted for eco-
nomic conditions. They have separated analyses by geographic
area, athletic conference, sport, level, and availability of other
local specta or sports and have looked one, three, five, and
ten years alter athletic success for influence on giving. Despite
this sophistication, little variation occurs in the findings (see
table 6). Over a considerable variety of methodologies and
samples, numerous studies display remarkably similar results:
Nothing suggests a positive relationship between total giving
and athletic success, and only scant evidence suggests that
in some types of institutions, within a narrow definition of
giving and within some donor groups, some association exists.

While ample evidence suggests that the presence of an
emotional tie to one's college is related to making a donation
as a graduate and one form of that emotional tie is reflected
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TABLE 6

EFFECTS OF ATHLETIC SUCCESS ON FUND RAISING

Study

Cut lip (1965)

Spaeth and Greeley (1970)

Budig (1976)
Sigelman and Caner (1979)
Brookerand Klastorin (1981)
Sigelman and Bookheimer (1983)
Gaski and Etzel (1984)

Frederick (1984)

Effecta Notes

0/some -

0/-
0 /some -
0 /some +
0/some +
0

Football only/private

Football (0)/Basketball (-)

Private /church related only

Athletic giving only

Football/some + outcomes with
less successful teams

a 0 = no effect; - = negat've; + = pos tive.

in athletics, both sophisticated r-1 unsophisticated methods
demonstrate very little link between athletic success and
alumni giving. The search for evidence will no doubt continue
as long as intuition suggests that the link must exist. Yet
almost nowhere else in the research literature on fund raising
in higher education is the research more thorough and rigor-
ous, more plentiful, or more convincing. A handful of anec-
dotes seems to outweigh the carefully conducted serious
research in dictating what is known about athletics and
donors' behavior. (As an interesting contrast to the rather one-
directional conclusion of this review, one might want to read
the views of the athletic boosters, fund raisers, and public rela-
tions staffs reflected in the writing provided in the more jour-
nalistic summaries by Frey [1985] or Lederman [1988] .)

Corporations' and Foundations' Behavior as Donors

The fostering of higher education in America by the modem
business corporation [is] as new and strange as the adventure
of the duck [that] adopted the kitten (Allem 1968, p. iv).

American corporations have long understood the value and
importance of private voluntary support of higher education.
The General Electric Company pioneered in corporate giving
to higher education by providing equipment grants in the
early 1900s. DuPont gave gifts to support higher education
during World War L and both Sears and Westinghouse sup-
ported higher education financially as early as the 1930s. Cor-
porate donations to higher education increased from $38 mil
lion in 1940 to $70 million in 1953.
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Financial sup-tort for higher education from corporations
before the 195Us almost always came in the form of financial
aid to employees or their families. In 1951, the Ford Motor
Company announced 70 scholarships for children of
employees to include, in addition to tuition and students'
expenses, $500 to the private college or university the student
chosea "cost of education supplement" as it came to be
called (Allem 1968).

In 1952 Union Carbide and Carbon announced a scholar-
ship program not restricted to company employees, and in
1955 General Electric began the "Corporate Alumnus Pro-
gram," which marked the beginning of matching gift pro-
grams, in part to help direct support to the colleges that actu-
ally educated its employees and to help express gratitude for
that education.

A court decision in 1953 allowing corporate donations to
higher education further reduced the reluctance and removed
the legal obstacle to corporations' giving to higher education,
making way for the tremendous gains in corporate giving in
the next three decades.

Corporations
Among the estimated million and a half corporations in Amer-
ica, fewer than 25 percent of them make charitable contri-
butions, and only 7.5 percent give more than $500 per year.
Support for higher education today represents 35 percent of
corporations' budgets for contributions in the United States
and more than 50 percent for many companies. Corporate
support of higher education, which stood at $38 million in
1940, grew from $70 million to $700 million between 1953
and 1978 (Council for Financial 1979). By 1987-88, an esti-
mated $1.85 billion, 22.6 percent of total private voluntary sup-
port to higher education, was given by corporations (Council
for Aid 1989, p. 3). Considerable evidence suggests that the
potential is far from realized, however. Large firms typically
give less than 1 percent of their pretax income to charity, and
lacking better data about a particular company, this figure is
the best indicator of probable giving by a corporation (Useem
1987). In 1981, when the IRS's maximum kiuctible rate for
corporations was first increased from 5 percent to 10 percent
of pretax profits, only 10 r.zrcent of the firms that gave were
at or above the 5 percent level.
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Higher education and business are basically interdepeltdent.
One needs money to produce educated people, and the other

needs educated people to produce money.
Milton Eisenhower, president ofJohns Hopkins University,

cited in Council for Financial 1979, p. 6.

Most professional fund raisers and corporate relations offi-
cers agree that an important ingredient for success in corpo-
rate fund raising is the possible service of the corporation's
selflinteresthowever remote or convolutedin the program
or institution asking for the gift. By way of circumspect evi-
dence of this factor of self-interest, several studies have shown
a correlation between corporations' budgets for giving and
for advertising. Whatever the evidence, it is deductively clear
that it is in corporations' interest to give money to higher edu-
cation for several reasons and causes:

Education's role in producing trained people as better
workers in the business community;
Its basic research, which best flourishes at the university;
Its public service to support and enrich community life
(e.g., day care, assistance for small businesses, cultural
events); and
Its production of educated people so essential to main-
tenance of the quality of life.

Some corporate gi ing can be seen as maintenance of the
morale and quality of life of the corporation's staff. About 8
percent of corporat-. giving to higher education is to match
the gifts of its own employees, which amounted to almost
$129 million in 1987-88 (Council for Aid 1989, p. 8). Almost
7 percent of the matched amount is in student financial aid
at colleges and universities, both of which may be seen by
employeesor characterized by managementas "fringe
benefits" to employment. Higher education gains from this
source of support as well, as it needs diverse sources of fund-
ing to remain free from undue governmental control and to
carry out its essential mission in an atmosphere of freedom.
This exchange is very much analogous to the illustrations of
gift exchange theories of individual donation, where giving
the gift is two-directional and the donor receives something
tangible or intangible from the exchange.
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The improvement of the quality of life, however, is not
something a corporation r al capture exclusively for itself.
These improvements pay benefits to all citizens and corpo-
rations in the city or region, including the corporations that
do not participate in public giving. Consequently, a great deal
of peer influence is apparent among corps...: ions within a
given community, with levels of giving retecting general
rather than specific corporate support. This influence helps
explain the enormous differences in levels of giving among
major cities (Useem 1987).

One recent change in federal policy has been described
as a reduction in pubiic tax support for public programs with
the expectation of a corresponding increase in private volun-
tary support. Cuts in federal spending begun in 1981 amount
to a 20 percent reduction of government support of higher
education, $115 billion in a four-year period. With total giving
of $3 billion, however, American corporations cannot begin
to make up the difference. A 1981 survey of 400 major firms
shows that only 6 percent indicated they would increase their
giving programs in response to federal cuts.

The Council for Aid to Education recommends that busi-
nesses interested in giving to education develop a philosophy,
policy, plan, and program to do so, including goals for giving,
and suggests that a related charitable foundation can give sta-
bility to the corporate support program as the sponsoring cor
poration wends its way through volatile business and eco-
nomic cycles (Council for Financial 1979). By 1980, over 80
percent of the top 500 U.S. corporations had a public affairs
office, and three-quarters of them were headed by someone
with the title "vice president." About half of the almost 800
large firms surveyed in 1981 had a company foundation, with
donations from foundations accounting for about 40 percent
of all corporate giving (Useem 1987).

Foundations
Approximately 23,600 foundations are active in the United
Stoics with total assets of $64.5 billion, or roughly half the total
assets of the country's 400 wealthiest people. These founda-
tions award annual grants of $4.8 billion and engage 6,000
employees. According to the 1985 Foundation Directory, 4,402
foundations had assets over $1 million or annual giving over
$100,000. This group, representing 18.7 percent of all foun-
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dations, held 97 percent of all foundation assets, 85 percent
of total grants, and virtually all of the paid staff

Within that group, 96 foundations, each with assets over
$100 million, made 35.8 percent of all grants. Only 15 foun
dations, with assets of $500 million or more, accounted for
approximately 28 percent of all assets, 13 6 percent of total
grants, and the majority of paid staff. About 20 percent of the
assets of Directory foundations were in New York, and over
half of the assets were in the Middle Atlantic or East North
Central region.

Foundations' support for higher education in 1986 was
approximately 19.6 percent (or $1.6 billion) of total private
support for higher education, behind individual sources at
48.4 percent ($4.96 billion) and corporations at 22.6 percent
($1.85 billion).

Although foundations have been credited with a range of
innovations in higher education ranging from faculty pensions
to honors programs, foundations generally maintain an indi-
vidually narrow scope of 'merest. The range of program fund-
ing for a foundation is usually defined in its charter Of inde-
pendent) or by its parent company's interests (in the case of
company-sponsored foundations) or geographically (if a pub-
lic or community foundation). As a result, foundations' influ-
ence tends t-1 be maximized by the focus of their interests.
Essentiallytuzrow and conservative, working with small staffs
and voluntary boards, foundations are necessarily wary of tak-
ing risks and trying new ventures: "In the aggregate, founda-
tion giving has favored the more established agencies, con-
ventional fields of interest and modes of operation, and more
advantaged constituencies" (Ylvisaker 1987, p. 374).

Studies of Corporations and Foundations as Donors
It appears that corporations respond to requests that can best
be turned to the corporation's own interests, either directly
or indirectly (Allem 1968; Whitehead 1976). Direct benefits
to the corporation, related to maximizing profits, include sup-
port for research that advances the company's work and sup-
port for the education and training of prospective employees.
Indirect benefits include enhancing the image of business
in the community (such as through sponsorships), improving
employees' morale (such as through matching gift programs
and scholarships for employees), and enacting a sense of cor-
porate social responsibility (such as through the enhancement
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of the community where the corporation feels it has a stake).
This consideration for quality of life provides an environment
that is attractive to new employees and rewarding to contin-
uing ones. Corporate support can also be motivated by the
desire to maintain a climate conducive to the maintenance
of free enterprise.

When asked what common criteria are applied in awarding
private gifts, corporate public affairs officers tend to answer
the quality of the proposal, the organization's effectiveness
and general reputation, and the likelihood of success (Lawson
1976). Yet the only consistent factor from statistical analyses
of corporate giving point toward corporate self-interest,
including gifts to research universities to advance knowledge
of value to the corporation, gifts to the community to enhance
the political influence of the business, and the public relations
value of giving.

Many corporations that do make donations to higher e( u-
cation have no well-defined set of policies or processes (Cal-
laghan 1975), nor do most have much evidence of the effec-
tiveness of their grants (Useem 1987). Instead, many look
toward the advantages of association with large organizations
and prestigious institutions. Institutions may increase their
success in raising corporate funds by a factor of four to five
if their governing boards are populated by well-connected
company managers and if they are located near corporate
headquarters (Useem 1987).

institutions may do well to approach potential corporate
donors as investors rather than as donors. Approaches can
be strengthened with a knowledge of the corporation's past
record of g!$ring to higher education, the educational and pro-
fessional background of corporate personnel, and knowledge
of the corporation's policy on giving (Buck 1976). Institutions
should also be aware of their own current and potential tips
with a particular business through placement services, alumni
employees, and--particularly in the case of local corpora-
tionsstudent internships and faculty consulting.

Two-year colleges, whose traditional share of corporate sup-
port has been quite low, enroll half of all college students
today. Doctoral and comprehensive institutions received 78
percent of corporate support in 1987-88, general baccalau-
reate and specialized colleges almost 21 percer.:, and two-
year colleges less than 1 percent (Council for Aid 1989, p. 5).
The trend for corporate giving to two -year institutions appears
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to be increasing, however, particularly with corporations' per
mitting their employees' gifts to two-year colleges to be
matched. Despite the widely held belief that companies do
not fund two-year colleges because they perceive that they
are well (or fully) funded with tax dollars, research does not
support a general corporate unwillingness to give to public
community colleges (Pokrass 1988). Companies that do sup-
port two-year institutions cite as reasons that the colleges are
integral parts of the community, that they provide the com-
panies with new employees and with training programs, and
that they serve the employees' children. Techniques that can
increase corporate support for two-year colleges include advi-
sory committees with corporate members included, consul-
tation with corporations about their training needs, keeping
corporations informed of needs for equipment, and paying
attention to person-to-person contact with corporate officers
(Callahan and Steele 1984). Successful community colleges
get to know the companies in their area and make sure the
companies know their needs.

Foundations are most likely to support proposals from
research universities (37 percent of total dollars in 1974 for
a representative group of the largest foundations), least likely
to support two-year colleges (1 percent of total dollars), and
about twice as likely to support a private as a public institution
(Cheit and Lobman 1979). Foundations appear to have con
servative interests, tending to be much more narrowly
focused, sometimes to the point of supporting only one enter
prise or issue, and tending to follow the lead of other, larger
foundations. Foundations have been criticized for a relatively
low level of support for women's and minority issues, but his
torically black colleges that involved alumni, faculty, and trust
ees in fund raising and employed a fund-raising staff were
more likely to gain significant support from private founda
tions (Cheatham 1975).

Foundations are most likely to support proposals from insti
tutions that (1) are located in the same state or (2) the same
region, (3) request unrestricted funds, (4) have past expe-
rience with foundations, (5) demonstrate sound fiscal man
agement, (6) engender confidence in the institution's pres
ident and (7) in the school's administration, and (8) inspire
confidence in the school's reputation for academic excellence
(Lawson 1976). Because foundations tend to have small staffs,
this tendency to follow others may be based on the conviction
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that if another foundation has found the cause worthy, a lot
of staff time in investigation and evaluation can be saved
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CONSIDERATIONS OF ETHICS AND VALUES IN FUND RAISING

Hark! Hark! The dogs do bark,
rx, beggars are coming to town;

Some in rags, some in tags
And some in velvet gowns.

Mother Goose Rhyme

How should an institution's values be reflected in its fund
raising program? What ethical considerations do institutions
and their chief officers face in raising private support? How
do fund raisers balance considerations of tl.e bottom line with
personal and institutional values like hor_ozy, trtst, openness,
and equity in seeking private support? The pressures for insti
tutions to divest themselves of investment holdings with com-
panies doing business in South Africa illustrate how heated
the ethical issues related to private support can become on
campus.

While some recent cases receiving widespread publicity
have highlighted the more dramatic considerations of values
and ethics in fund raising, in most instances the issues are
played out privately, often with little formal consideration
within the institution:111e publicized issues illustrate some
date fundamental questions. While Wheaton College, for
example, raised money in a major capital campaign, its officers
and board members were discussing whether to change the
institution from a women's college to a coeducational insti
tution. Following the announced decision to become coed-
uciticnal, the institution found itself in court, seeking a legal
solution to a direct question: What obligation did the insti-
tution have to alumnae who believed that their donations
were being made to support a women's college? Offering to
return donations to disgruntled donors provided a practical
solution (Cl.n onicle 1988), and the fact that so few accepted
the cffer may provide some comfort. Nevertheless, the case
illustrates difficult questions.

How can officers and trustees balance their need for rea-
salable confidentiality as they consider a fundamental change
'n the nature of the institutionfor what they believe are rea
sons of long term fiscal healthwith the importance of main
taining relationships of trust with important friends and sup
porters of the institution? Using the case of Wheaton Coiiege
as an illustration, when was the institution obliged to inform
donors or potential donors of the consideration of coedu-
cation? Was it obliged to inform some donors earlier than oth

olleakelY,
gifts for
specific
purposes can
have a major -
influence on
an institution's
shape and
direction.
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ers? If so, which ones? Large donors? Frequent donors? Elected
representatives?

For another example, Villanova University accepted a gift
of $50,000 in 1985 from a wealthy individual (who had given
over $2 million in 20 years) to help retain a successful bas-
ketball coach. In 1986, the individual gave over $400,000, and
the president did not refuse his offer of an unwanted gift: a
Division I wrestling team, coached by the donor. Because the
institution had no appropriate facilities, the team operated
out of the donor's house, and the donor hired assistant
coaches, paying them $1 per year, with supplements of
$20,000 to $30,000 to their tax-free Olympic trust funds. The
then president eliminated the wrestling team in 1988 but only
after several unsavory events: The local high school team was
suspended for a year for practicing out of season with the col-
lege team, members of the coaching staff admitted they took
student wrestlers out drinking, physical fights broke out
between assistant coaches, and a $555,000 lawsuit was filed
against the donor and the institution (ProridenceJournal-
Bulletin 1983). This case presents an extreme example of
issues that often present themselves with more subtlety: To
what extent do large gifts, frequent gifts, or timely donations
that accomplish a specific purpose create special obligatic
for an institution toward the donor? What are the nature and
the degree of the obligation? When should a gift be refused?

While such highly publicized cases may generate discus-
sion, few avenues are available for organized exploration of
fundamental questions. While the literature on fund raising
is abundant, "it is a practical literature, written largely by prac-
titioners. It rarely asks questions that might stir doubts or
second thoughts in the minds of those it is intended to per-
suade" (Payton 1988b, p. 63). And while presidents and sea-
soned fund raisers can easily identify fundamental and recur
ring dilemmas concerning values and ethics in their work,
professional educ Mon generally available ro them has seldom
provided substantial opportunities to explo -e these difficult
issues (Council for Advancement 1985).

These issues of educational ft nd raising can be categorized
into five areas:

1. How should fund raising relate to the institution's overall
priorities?
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2. Mtn is the proper relationship between the institution
and the donor?

3. What information is the institution obligated to present
or make available with respect to its fund raising?

4. When should a gift be refused?
5. What are the professional obligations of fund misers to

their institutions and to their larger communities?

Fund Raising and Institutional Priorities

The affectation of universities is the pretense that everyone
is ethically sophisticated to start witha striking example
of self-deception. Some companies and agencies offer for-
mal codes of ethics but reading a code is like reading a reg-
ulation: Unless the ideas and values are internalized. their
written form is itself a form of deception (Payton 1988b.
p. 211).

The literature on fund raising makes much of the point that
fund raisers should not set their institution's priorities for fund
raising; they should raise money for institutional priorities.
In institutions where faculty members and administrators are
at times all too willing to articulate institutional priorities
fund raising and otherwisethe underlying reason for such
seeming deference by the fund raiser is that each request fer
support for a particular purpose is a statement about what the
institution would like to become (or remain) and that each
request is a statement about how the institution would see
itself and the world. And each accepted gift, with all of its stip
ula:ions and restrictions, is a statement about what the insti-
tution is willing to become, how it is willing to see itself and
the world. Fund raisers realize, consciously or subconsciously,
that these decisions are so fundamental to the character of
the institution as to require the participation of presidents.
provosts, faculty, alumni, and governing boards.

Collectively, gifts for specific purposes can have a major
influence on an institution's shape and direction. And the
influence can easily become misaligned with the shape and
direction the institution would have taken had it received only
unrestricted gifts. This influence can perhaps be seen most
dramatically in the area of athletics; many universities have
athletics programs disproportionately grander than would oth
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erwise be the case if they were unable or unwilling to receive
private support.

The influence of private support on an institution's shape
can also be seen in other areas. Individual gifts are typically
e....sier to raise for programs in engineering than for programs
in the humanities. Similarly, in raising money for scholarships,
an institution may find many donors willing to support bus-
iness students but few who are willing to support students
in social work. Should the former (who are more likely to
earn large incomes after graduation) be better supported by
the institution while they are students? Or, as is typically the
case at least for undergraduate students, when unrestricted
institutional aid is realigned so that art students have the same
level of support as business students, have the intentions of
the donor effectively been canceled?

In a more general sense, donors influence the values to
which an institution adheres (Useem 1987). Institutions seek-
ing the support of corporations are more likely to value their
business and engineering programs (to the possible detriment
of their :..is and humanities programs) and to experience
"organizational isomorphism" with the corporations, paying
increased attention to such business functions as accounting,
marketing, and public relations. Emphasizing such values con-
vinces businesses that these colleges and universLies are
"good investmeits," but it may come at the unrecognized
cost of less attention to other institutional offices, such as tl.e
library and learning resources.

Beyond balancing support for the disciplines, institutions
may find that targeted gifts raise issues that blend consider-
ations of 'ampus concern for social justice with those of
donors' intentions. Most institutions find it easier to raise
funds to support men's athletics than women's athletics, yet
many institutions are still struggling to fund an evolving con-
cept of equity in athletics. If the football. program receives
$100,000 in private donations, what is the ethical obligation
of the institution to make a comparable commitment to wom-
en's athletics, and from where should the money come? As
institutions develop women's athletics programs, what are
their obligations to develop mechanisms for private support
for the programs? Should the investment be made on the basis
of current donors' interests, on the basis of equal participation
of women in athletics, or on a compensatory basis, recogn'z-
ing that fund raising for women's athletics has farther to go?
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Similarly, although institutions may espouse affirmative
action goals for increasing the numbers of minority students,
they may find it very difficult to raise the funds to provide
scholarships and other forms of support to diversify the stu-
dent body; they may find it more difficult to raise these funds
than to raise additional funds to support areas of lower insti-
tutional priority. Put another way, increasing support for
minority students may de facto not become a high institu-
tional priority, because funds are not available to support the
goal.

Because total funds available are never sufficient to support
institutional priorities at an appropriate level, part of re::ning
fund raising to the institution's overall priorities is agreeing
upon an assignment of the available time and effort for fund
raising that balances work for high priorities where fund rais-
ing is difficult with work for less important areas where sup-
port is easier to raise. This dilemma is illustrated in figure 1,
with the institutional priority of the objective for fund raising
on one axis and the effort needed to raise a dollar on the
other.

Figure 1.
Institutional Priority versus Effort Needed to Raise $1.00

i

high effort

high institutional priority

2

low effort

3

low institutional priority

4
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Ideally, of course, fund raisers hope to spend their efforts
in the second quadrant, working on high institutional prior-
ities where money is easy to raise. The worst case is repre-
sented by the third quadrant, where effort is directed to areas
of low institutional priority and funds are relatively difficult
to raise. From the standpoint of efficiency, it is difficult to
rationalize devoting time and effort for fund raising to items
represented by this quadrant. One can, however, rather easily
imagine cases that justify spending the time and effort of fund
raisers in quadrant 1 (high institutional priority but funds are
difficult to raise) and quadrant 4 (low stitutional priority
but funds are easy to raise).

The extent to which institutions systematically consider
their deployment of time and effort for fund raising along
these dimensions has not been documented. Too much con-
cern for the bottom line in fund raising discourages both fund
raisers and other institutional officers from discussing the rela-
tionship between raising funds for institutional prioritiesver-
sus increasing the overall amount of support raised.

The Relationship between Donor and Institution

Stanford's fund raisers likened their work to that of mar-
keters and salespeople, matchmakers, missionaries, used
car salesmc v, institutional architects, and ambassadors.
In all of these roles; elements of both business and drama
were at piety (Tobin 1984, p. 26).

Much of the language and behavior used in development sug-
gests that the relationship betwe, n individual donors and the
institution is a "gift relationship." The exchanges between
donors and the institution parallel many socially accepted cus-
toms between adults in personal relationships where gifts are
exchanged, as among family and close friends (Tobin 1984).
The language and customs of exchanges parallel personal
experience with gifts:

The money (or property) exchanged is referred to as a
gift;
The sender is referred to as a donor;
The recipient expresses gratitude (promptly, and as per-
sonally as possible);
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The size and frequency of gifts are at the discretion of
the donor;
Return tokens are exchanged to acknowledge the recip-
rocal nature of the relationship and restore balance
between the two parties;
Donors are valued for what they can give (smaller or
larger amounts of money and, in the case of volunteers,
time);
In higher education, the motivation for the gift is often
talked about as an expression of gratitude for what the
institution, as the alma mater, has already given the donor;
Regular donors are referred to an "friends" of the insti-
tution or members of the institution's "family"; and
Institutions and donors seek to regularize and intensify
satisfying giving relationships: Donors may give more or
more frequently or give time as well as money when they
feel satisfaction from the relationship; institutions give
tokens, privileges of seating or presidential attention, or
briefings about institutional planning or scientific progress
to donors out of gratitude and to court a deeper
relationship.

Yet in many ways, institutions behave toward donors in
ways that would be considered inappropriate or unacceptable
in personal relationships involving giving gifts:

Institutions have developed paid staff positions in
research on prospects to estimate the magnitude of the
gift they mid it reasonably expect to receive from current
or potential donors;
"Giving clubs" are established with announced reciprocal
tokens or privileges at each level of gig= ig;
Donors and prospective donors are asked for specific
amounts of money, often for a specific purpose;
Donors and prospective donors are "cultivated" through
a series of carefully planned contacts;
Donors are asked to give more than they have given in
the past;
Institutions regularly publish lists of donors, often orga-
n' 4 by level of giving;
Ina,. ns may announce "naming opportunities" and
associated costs or the size of a donation required for
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naming a building or a room or establishing a named pro
fessorship or fellowship; and
The tax benefits of giving are openly discussed with
potential donors.

In some cases, the private funds do represent a gift, and
the institution is the recipient. In other cases, because of the
donor's motivations or the complexity of the situation, the
institution acts less as the recipient of a gift and more as a
partner in a contract, a seller in a purchase, a broker in an
investment, or an agent that allows individuals to come to
terms with life's circumstances. While support from founda-
tions and corporations often overtly acknowledges the con-
tractual or purchase aspects of th.. funds, support from indi-
viduals may also take on overtones of contracts and purchases.

Contract
Negotiations over the size and conditions of large gifts from
individual donors are often so detailed that the conversation
and correspondence would be unseemly as part of a personal
exchange of gifts and come to resemble more closely nego-
tiation for a contract. Indeed, restricted gifts at least IL .s: direct
elements of a contract not normally present in gifts: Individ
uals donate money with the understanding that it will be used
in specified ways. Thus, the relationship between donor and
institution may be seen as a gift relationship for public and
ceremonial purposes, but it also has elements of a contractual
or business-type relationship, particularly in private negoti-
ations before the actual donation.

From the institution's point of vim, the degree of implied
contract between the donor and the institution may vary,
depending on the circumstances of the gift or its solicitation.
In a general sense, appeals may imply that gifts will be used
for announced purposes, as when donors are asked to give
to their alma mater. Appeals that seek donations "because
your support can make an important difference in so many
areasthe library, faculty development, and scholarships for
students" may imply a contract with the donor: Donate your
gift, and we will use it for these purposes. Somewhat more
specifically, capital campaigns often seek to raise large sums
of money with targeted amounts for designated purposes
(scholarships, the library, endowed chairs, for example). Gifts
specifically designated or restricted by the donor are made
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with explicit understandings that the money will be used for
the intended purpose.

Purchase
In some cases, when a donor makes a gift with specific returns
expected, for example, the "gift" takes on more of the tone
of a purchase, and sometimes the institution acknowledges
it. "Naming opportunities" may suggest that the institution
is selling something of value, for a price, like items that might
be published in a catalog.

Are the names that appear on rooms, laboratories, and
buildings s' ,ply a visible record of the donor (Bok 1982),
or do they somehow record purchases of personal promi-
nence and institutional affiliation by the donor? To what
extent does the consideration of who shall receive an honor-
ary degree take on the flavor of recognizing a "purchase"
madeor seeking to "purchase" a large donation? Other
temptations toward purchase include consideration for admis-
sion to the institution, proximity to athletics, and selection
of board members whose potential for financial support
clearly outstrips their potential for providing thoughtful lead-
ership to the institution.

The gift-giving relationship may change and have conse-
quences for the president of the institution:

Many people see these [gift] relationships as mutually ma-
nipulative. It is better to be cynical about them, thcy say. Play
to the pride of the donors, massage their egos, flatter and
pamper them. Alas, all too often this works! In some cases,
nothing else will work. Indeed, in some cases, only the
award of an honorary degree or some other important insti-
tutional praise yields a gift. In other cases, gifts become
bribes: Off the record, under cover, a donor will propose
a gift in exchange, say for admitting someone to the school
(Payton 1989, pp. 37-38).

Once an ethical compromise is made, a precedent has most
likely been set, and such compromises harm the integrity of
the institution as well as that of the president (Payton 1989).

Some public institutions that have traditionally named
buildings after devoted officers of the institution are begin-
ning to follow the model of private institutionsnaming
buildings after major donors. This change in practice comes
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at a cost: The campus no longer records its institutional his-
tory in the names of its lecture and residence halls. By naming
buildings after people who have given their money but not
their professional lives to the school, public institutions may
find that they have diluted the sense of campus community,
often weaker to begin with at public colleges and universities.

Athletic "gifts" may come close to purchases when the per.
quisites of giving are items with status for which the donor
would pay: privileged parking spots, desirable seating at
games, or access to coaches or players. As some institutions
have learned, donors may also act as though they have "pur-
chased" influence over the direction or intensity that the
athletics program will take: which coach to hire, retain, or
release, which players to promote, which investments to make
in the improvement of the athletics program, how prominent
a place athletics should have in institutional priorities.

Investment
In other cases, the language of find raising emphasizes a
long-term outcome of personal gain to the donor's well-being.
The shift has been described as a major shift in private giving
from charity to philanthropy to investment. An advertisement
for a fund- raising consultant proclaimed that donors want to
see their money, want to gain tax advantage from giving, and
want to be able to justify their contributions (back cover of
Currents, vol. 10, no. 7). Philanthropists and those concerned
with the well-being of the voluntary sector have expressed
concern over the decrease in the individual level of voluntary
giving but have been less likely overall to comment on the
rise of the pragmatic justification for giving.

Gift relationships are polite and discreet. It is not polite
for the giver to ask how the gift was used; it is not necessary,
nor perhaps seemly, for the recipient to be very specific about
just what the gift is needed for. With investment relationships,
however, the expectations change. Investors want to know
or designatehow the gift will be used. Institutions may feel
freer to hunt systematically and even aggressively for likely
prospective "investors" than they would to look for donors.

This change in ascribed motivations in fund raising from
those with religious or spiritual overtones to motives with
pragmatic or economic overtones parallels changes noted in
affirmative action. The language of justification is changing
from that of social responsibility toward language of pragmatic
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self interest. In affirmative action, the argument for Cie recruit
ment and participation of minorities has been rephrased, with
the principal motive the country's self-interest in a competitive
world economy. In fund raising for higher education, the argu
ment presented to alumni donors bec. -Les that th.2 value of
one's college degree is only as good as the reputation of the
alma mater; alumni should donate money to invest in the
good name of the college.

Agent
In receiving private funds, institutions can become the vehicle
through which individuals and communities attempt to deal
with the circumstances of life, a means through which indi-
viduals can try to make sense of life's tragedy or good fortune.
Scholarships established by donations from family and friends
following a death of tragic circumstances are often explained
as "trying to make some good come out of something so ter-
rible." Donations from the very wealthy have been explained
as motivated by the prestige associated with giving, guilt from
having accumulated large amounts of wealth, the desire to
immortalize one's name, or, perhaps more charitably, a good
feeling from strengthening an institution or providing an
opportunity to deserving students or faculty. In : )me cases,
these donations may be thought of as gifts; in others, they
may more appropriately be considered windfalls fur the insti
tution that happen to be available to serve as the agent for
the donor's motivations.

Similarly, in receiving support from foundations, colleges
and universities are serving as agents for the fulfillment of
the foundations' agendas. Foundations' wealth is accumulated
from individuals, communities, and corporations, with more
or less specific aims for its use. Receiving colleges and uni-
versities serve as partners in supporting the arts, increasing
minority access, studying health care delivery, and a host of
other eleemosynary aims.

Research on prospects
Another issue about the relationship between donor and insti
tution concerns the limits of acceptable research methods
on prospects. In conducting research to determine an indi-
vidual's capacity to make a large gift, institutions act as inves-
tors searching for potential donors in whom it is worth the
institution's effort to invest time, privilege, and attention.

. . . the
language of
fund raising
emphasizes
a bong-term
outcome of
personal gain
to the donor's
well -being.
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When fund-raising goals are high and research on prospects
vigorous, a researcher may spend up to two weeks developing
a profile of a prospective donor (Bailey 1988), including infor-
mation on land holdings, estate and divorce proceedings,
stock proxies, memberships in clubs and on corporate boards,
newspaper clippings, and information from friends, business
associates, and acquaintances. Prospects may also be identified
or "rated" through sessions at which key members of the col-
lege community are asked to discuss the capacity to give of
a pool of potential donors.

While vigorous research on prospects can be efficient and
effective as a means leading to large gifts, it can lead to prag
matic difficulties: donors who become angry when they learn
how much the institution knows about their finances and et1
'cal difficulties from invasion of privacy. While the American
Prospect Research Association stresses the importance of pro-
tecting the confidentiality of information, instances have been
reported of fund raisers' leaving an institution with informa-
tion on prospective donors and of offers from a fund raiser
to sell information about the institution's donors (Bailey
1988).

Blatant difficulties aside, most institutions face a series of
more frequent, routine questions about research on prospects.
How vigorously can an institution investigate an individual's
capacity to give without violating a relationship of trust? is
it legitimate to pursue all ptiblic sources of information? What
are the limits of inquiry to friends, associates, and acquain-
tances? What should be done when the institution learns infor-
mation that could be damaging to the individual? Is a prospect
file analogous to a personnel file or transcript? That is, does
the donor or the prospective donor have an ethical if not a
legal right to see anything in his or her prospect file? If so,
is the institution obliged ethically, if not legally, to inform the
individual of this right? Despite some general injunctions not
to record damaging or hearsay information in a prospect file,
little in the recorded literature suggests that fund raisers hate
carefully considered these questions.

Sharing Information with Donors
What types of information should an institution provide or
make available to donors or prospective donors? How detailed
should the information be? How candid should an institution
be about how its donations are used? Institutions face these
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issues when there is reason to believe that the donor might
not fully understand the purposes for which the solicited gift
is used. Colleges in financial difficulty, for example, might
use current gifts to pay past debts rather than to make new
commitments, as the appeal suggests. Similarly, institutions
might solicit donations to the annual fund with suggestions
that the money will help support purposes like the library,
scholarships, and research equipment when in fact a large
proportion of the money raised will be used to support the
development or alumni office and to offset the direct and indi-
rect costs of fund raising.

Unlike separately incorporated charities that raise funds,
colleges and universities are not legally obligated to report
to the giving public the proportion of their unrestricted gifts
that is used for the announced purposes or the proportion
that might be considered overhead. While institutions, par-
ticularly public institutions, might make information available
from which these proportions can b-2 inferred, the institutions'
ethical obligations in this area have been rarely systematically
considered. At least one public institution found that to sup-
port the additional fund-raising costs of a capital campaign,
it must tax the donations made to the campaign because no
additional support was available from general revenues or
tuition (Ling et al. 1988). The realization came late enough
in the campaign that the institution faced questions about its
obligation to tell donors whose gifts it had already accepted.

Similarly, the effect of some .estriaed gifts may be more
diluted than donors understand. A modest gift to support
scholarships for art students will typically raise the total sup-
port for scholarships by the amount of the gift while guaran-
teeing additional support for art students very little. Is the
institution obligated to explain this relationship to the donor?
Do donors want only to know that their money is supporting
scholarships for art students? (Bok 1982). Or do some donors
at least believe that they increased the total level of support
for art students by the direct amount of their gift? Are insti-
tutions obliged to tell donors that while their money will sup-
port art students, their gift raised the total support available
to art students by an amount far smaller than the size of the
gift might indicate?

Institutions may face issues of disclosur - n they seek
to spend money, even from unrestricted r purposes
that typical donors or less sophisticated I might not sup-
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port. Following the resignation of its president over disclo-
sures of spending $1.7 million for home and office renova-
tions, one large university suspended its appeals to new
donors, fearing a backlash (McMillen 1988). Implicitly, some
institutions have decided that it is ethically (or at least prag-
matically) prudent to support activities like perquisites for
presidents and athletics staff, lavish fund raisers, settlements
in personnel cases, and other similar expenses only with
money from conors who believe in the desirability as well
as the propriety of such expenses.

Finally, institutioub might feel subtle or overt pressure in
the name of donor relations to mute their discussion of dif-
ficult issues. Issues of racial and ethnic intolerance and sexual
harassment face many campuses. Yet, fearing a withdrawal
of alumni support (as well as decreased applications from
prospective students) during perioc.3 of campus unrest, col-
leges and titiversities might be reluctant to address such prob-
lems openly, to confront instances of intolerance publicly,
and to act creatively to help students live and work together
peacefully.

Refusing a Gift
Institutions may decide to refuse gifts for at least four reasons:
(1) The source cif funds may influence or appear to influence
the institution's objectivity or freedom; (2) the source of
money may be so "tainted" that the gift is unacceptable; (3)
the restrictions on the gift (in direct or indirect costs) may
be unacceptable to the institution, or (4) the institution may
become unacceptably dependent on a single donor.

The principal cases in which instirnions should efuse gifts,
related to the first reason, are those where donors "seek to
attacli conditions to their gifts that invade Justice Frankfurter's
`four essential freedoms of the university'to determine for
itself on academic grounds who may teach, what may be
taught, how it shall be taught, and who may be admitted to
study" (Bok 1982, p. 266). These freedoms speak to the insti-
tution's academic offerings, yet they may rather easily be
extrapolated to provide guidance in those cases more :tkely
to be problematic to institutions where gifts are concerned:
sponsorship of research and athletics. Table 7 suggests how
Frankfurter's four essential freedoms can be translated from
academics to athletics and research.
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TABLE 7

WHEN DO DONATIONS ENTAIL PROBLEMS?
AN EXTENSION OF FRANKFURTER'S FOUR ESSENTIAL FREEDOMS

Academics

V'ho may teach

What may be taught anu
at what level

How shall it be taught

Who shall be admitted
to study

Source: Bok 1982.

Athletics

Who shall be the coach

What spoils shall be
offered

How shall the coach
oil the plays

Who may join the team
to participate

Research

Who will be hired to
conduct research

That research questions
shall be addressed

What methods shall be
used to conduct the
research

How and where shall
the results be repotted

In the case of funding for research where 'he donor might
have a strong interest in the outcome of the study, alternate
sources of funding might be sought or at least a suspect gift
reused, yet the ultimate decision should be left to the faculty
member, who has a gar greater stake in upholding the rep-
utation of his or her scholarly work than do campus admin-
istrators (Bok 1982). Institutions would typically be less likely
to extend formally such independent judgment to coaches
and athletics staff about which gifts to accept. The lack of for-
mal policies, the presence of enthusiastic boosters, and several
related factors, however, increase the likelihood that some
inappropriate athletic gifts are accepted. And, althou3h the
National Collegiate Athletic Association has developed rules
for acceptable types of support from boosters, the temptations
appear largely out of sight of the development staff or the
chief institutional officers.

Second, ins..itutiops might consider refusing a gift 1)(c:wise
it represents "tainted money": The donor has earned the
money through immoral means or has known behavior oth
erwise unacceptable to the community. Refusing gifts on such
grounds requires caution, however; one university president
said he "never assumed accepting a gift was an affirmation
of the donor's good character" (Bok 1982, p. 270). A retired
president whose language was more colorful and "eager to
build a great university" noted, "The Devil has had that money
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long enough; I have a laundromat just outside my door"
(Bornstein 1989b, p. 6). The dilemma is as much a practical
as a philosophical problem. If an institution is to refuse a gift
based on the character of the donor, how extensive is the
responsibility to investigate and judge good character? Who
is to make the judgments and on what criteria? What is an
institution to do if it discovers at a later date that a gift
accepted in g A faith was made by a donor whose character
is later determined to be unacceptable? To paraphrase George
Bernard Shaw in Major Barbara, institutions must either share
the world's guilt or go to another planet (Bok 1982).

While the question of accepting gift money may appear
more problematic when questions of naming are involved,
the Rhodes and Fulbright scholarships and fellowships are
valued without the recipier , (or others') feeling as though
they are endorsing the views of the donors (Bok 1982). Yet
limits are involved: "No university could accept a Hitler Col-
lection of Judaica ... cr a Capone Institute of Criminology"
(Bok 1982, p. 274). How an institution is to know when this
limit has been reached or who is to decide is left less clear.
Nor is the question of evolving standards of acceptable social
behavior given any direct attention: It is conceivable, for
example, that an institution might have named a chair (or a
building or a scholarship) several years ago fora donor whose
hehavior, though acceptable at the time, is currently viewed
as unacceptable toward women or minorities or along some
other dimension.

Recently, some charitable institutions have refused planned
gifts because the financial planners contacting them about
the transaction have offered large gifts on the condition of
large fees (Stehle 1989). Fund raisers have reported discom-
fort with what they see as the financial planners' 5-"Ing con-
tributions to the highest bidder and with receiving planned
gifts motivated only by financial, not philanthropic, impdses.

Third, an institution might refuse a gift because the restric-
tions make the gift unacceptably expensive in direct or indi-
rect costs. A donation of horses to start an otherwise unsup-
ported program in equine studies is one example; a donation
to fund an annual conference on art in the Middle Ages at a
technical institute is another. Rising costs for energy and main-
tenance have caused college,: ,- ....!-k carefully before accept-
ing a gift for the direct but not indirect costs of a new building
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(Kemeny 1978). A restricted gift is more difficult to refuse
if the promise or hope exists that it may be followed by a sub-
stantial unrestricted gift or one directed toward a higher insti-
tutional priority.

In general, restrictions are viewed as acceptable to the
extent that they match the institution's existing priorities and
values or at least do not conflict with them. Scholarships that
support students from Johnson County are acceptable; schol-
arships that support minority students are valued. But what
of the scholarship restricted to white students? Because in
fact at most institutions, such a gift would have the practical
effect of raising the total amount of scholarship aid available
to all students, the problem is not the outcome of accepting
the gift: It is the perception and the institutional conscience
that -roblems exist. "By accepting such a gift, the university
will . -Nciate itself in some fashion with a prejudice deeply
contrary to its ideals.... The administration [must] decide
if it can balance a distaste for linking itself with prejudice
against the opportunity to offer greater support for its needy
students" (Bok 1982, p. 278).

Fourth, institutions would be well advised to : :.'fuse gifts
when they risk aecoming overly dependent ,;(1 d single donor
or type of donor. Institutions risk high oat Ade influence when
(1) they rely heavily on outside resources; (2) outside con-
tributions are small in number and narrow in pt,:pose; (3)
orr or a small number of contributors account for a dispro-
portionate share of the gifts; and (4) the supply of other,
potential contributors is restricted (Useem 1987). A vivid
example of the effects of strong reliance on a single donor
is the case of the University of Rochester. With substantial
funding from and reliance on Kodak for institutional gifts and
students for its business programs, the inst: tioti withdrew
its offer of acceptance of a student who ts an employee of
the rival Fuji film manufacturer, fearing breaches of corporate
security. When the issues of academic freedom and institu-
tional independence were determined to be of greater impor
ranee, the student w2s readmitted, though the decision was
moot as the student had decided in the interim to attend MIT
(Chronicle 1987a, 1987b).

Gifts might also be refused w1-.2n the institution does not
want to rely inappropriately on donors to define its shape or
priorities. When, in difficult financial times, Dartmouth cut
a major sport, tt-e prcsidcmt refused gifts that would restore
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it, claiming to do so would do "permanent damage" by allow-
ing donors to determine the nature of the institution (Kemeny
1978).

Questions of when to refuse a gift are difficult in part
because the institution is likely to have faculty members, stu-
dents, or pros' .ms that would benefit from its decision to
accept any particular gift. Refusing a gift might come with the
associated costs of losing other gifts from the same done,: (for
more acceptable p'irposes), losing gifts from associates of
the donor, or losing ti,2 general support and friendship of
the disgruntled dome and his or her associates. Seldom does
openly refusing an inappropriate gift have compensating pub-
lic benefits of institt,Lional distinction.

Obligations of Fund Raisers to the
Campus and Community
What are the obligations of fund raisers to follow their own
values or work to influence those of the institution? How
strong is the obligation to present the institution or program
candidly to the potential door? What is the responsibility
of fund misers with special skills to work toward the larger
public good beyond the institution? Can fund raisers live for
philanthropy while living off it? (Payton 1988b).

In seeking support for institutional programs or the overall
N elfare of the institution, fund raisers are often in positions
of making strong statements about what is valuable, important,
or legitimate without having access to the professorial cloak
of academic freedom under which to debate questions of
approach or substance. One development office experienced
a conflict over soliciting alumni couples who have multiple
affiliations with the institution (Tobin 1984). The institution
had evolved a preference system of solicitation that gives
some schools preference over others and gives preference
for the husband's affiliation over that of the wife.

Some fund raisers find it bothersome, or at least awkward,
to defend a system thin favors male graduates. On the other
hand, those who uphold the system argue that policy reflects
the already existing affiliation preference of Stanford
alumni. Thcy say couples contribute more readily to the hus-
band's alma muter than to the wife's. As fund raisers, they
consider it their business to be responsive to the existing
social system. They have neither the power nor the respon-
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sibility to change alumni's social preferences . . (Tobin
1984, p. 37).

This :...xamplt- highlights several of the questions before
fund raisers: To what extent should fund raisers defend prac-
tices that they find "bothersome"? To what extent should the
institution develop or continue a policy that might maximize
total giving while classifying their alumni preferences accord-
ing to (possibly outdated) actuarial information rather than
expressed personal preference? To what extent should fund
raisers develop or continue a practice that will systematically
generate less private support for programs that are predom-
inantly women's areas?

Fund raisers face at least three types of situations that can
bring their personal values into conflict with their percjved
duties as fund raisers:

1. Questions of equity with respect to Bono, s (as the preced-
ing example of husband's and wife's affiliations illustrates)
or with respect to the outcome of a campaign (as with
men's and women's athletics);

2. Balancing institutional pressures toward improving the
bottom line in fund raising with issues of matching fund
raising with institutional priorities or directing fund raising
toward areas of greatest need; and

3. Advising an institution (often in the person of the pres-
ident) about when to refuse a large gift or when a gift
conies with expectationsperhaps not explicitly stated
that could well become troublesome in the future.

The questions that face hand raisers are more difficult,
because they typically face the questions alone, with little .,.ip
port from the institution or the profession. Institutional ques-
tions aboi 'nd raising are seldom discussed either within
institution policy-making groups or in professional devel-
opment programs for fund raisers. The dilemmas of fund rais-
ing are not the central dilemmas of colleges and universities
the dilemmas that revolve around reaching and research,
around truth and the freedom to pursue it

Nor do strong externa supports exist for confronting these
issues. Professional fund raisers are left to confront their ques-
tions of ethics and values largely on their own without the
supports available to members of the strong professions (e.g.,
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specialized graduate training, strong professional associations
that address issues beyond the pragmatic) and the tradition
of institutional introspection (e.g., academic freedom). Al-
though the Council for Advancement and Support of Educa-
tion (CASE), the American Association of Fund-Raising Coun-
sel, and the National Society for Fund-Raising Executives have
developed formal codes of fair practice or ethics, the state-
ments are so brief, each less than a page, and so general as
to provide little guidance. Like many such statements, they
"lack a means for the development of a definitive body of case
interpretation to help specify the scope and limits of a given
rule.... [They are] guidelines without lines to guide [and]
leave unilluminated many of the quandaries and temptations
practitioners face" (May 1980, p. 213).

Another dilemma fund raisers face concerns their oppor-
tunities and obligations to share their talent with the larger
communities. Successful ftind raisers have developed skills
that can be of considerable use to other nonprofit agencies
in their communities. agencies that serve the arts, health, and
welfare. When fund raisers do voluntary work for another non-
profit organization, are they fulfilling a professional obligation
to distribute their services justly and on the basis of need, or
are they setting up a potential conflict of interest with their
employer? Is their volunteer work a pro bono obligation of
their field or is it a problem of dividing their loyaltyand
their effectivenessbetween the institutions for which they
work and the philanthropic needs of their communities? (This
dilemma is similar to the one faced by many board members.
Because approximately 20 percent of the members of govern-
ing boards serve on more tL in one board, these members
are subject to potential conflicts, for they might be expected
or asked to help raise funds for more than one institution
from the same source 'Ingram and Associates 1980].)

Fund raisers are confrontcJ with opportunities (and temp-
tations) to help raise funds for groups whose constituency
of potential donors might compete with those of their college
or whose eleemosynary goals compete or conflict with those
of their college. And because fund raisers ipso facto endorse
the general goals of philanthropy, they will presumably be
generally more predisposed than the average person to sup-
port voluntary groups and causes.

Some development personnel work in institutions with
"national" student and alumni bodies; virtually any nonprofit
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group for which they might contribute time and specialized
knowledge could compete with some sources from which
their institution, might hope to raise support. Other develop
ment personnel work in institutions that draw their student
body principally from the state or the local community, anal
ogously, these professionals are typically more likely to have
the opportunity to help raise support for local charitable or
nonprofit groups. Arguably, at least, a fund raiser from a col-
lege with a very local student body (and alumni group) who
works for a community cause is more likely to be in potert;a1
competition for funds with his or her institution than a .und
raiser from a college with a national audience who works for
national charities or causes.

The potential conflict fund raisers face is not often dupli-
cated within the institution: While faculty members' consult-
ing activities might put them in a conflict of interest with their
institution's goals for public service or might engage their
scholarly skills on projects for which th, do not have pub-
lication rights, fund raisers h?.ve the unusual potential situa-
tion of their outside work's being in conflict with institutional
work when the outside activity is voluntary. The institotional
goals of community service or community relations suggest
that fund raisers will find at least selective encouragement
to share their skills beyond the campus. On the other hand,
the pragmatic goals of fund raising may mitigate against the
practice, at least in specific instances.

A final question of obligation to the community is raised:
Do fund raisers live forphilanthropy or do they live off phi-
lanthropy? (Payton 1988b). Are they "called" to their work,
or are they simply employed to perform a specific task' The
issue to a large extent applies to all who work in higher edu-
cation: Are nonprofit organizations somehow different from
other kinds of organizations because of the causes they serve?
If different, are they better? If one feels "called" to work in
a nonprofit organization, does that mean one is somehow
"chosen" (and (nerefore somehow better than others who
work at a n, me mundane level)? Is one who lives for philan-
thropy expected to receive less in monetary rewards because
although they somehow live for the cause, they also live
off it?

This distinction between living for and AT a philanthropic
cause raises particular tensions between paid staff and volun
teers (Payton 1988b):

CASE's
1985
Greenbrier II
conference

. . marked the
beginning of
increased
attentio
witbin the
field to ethical
issues.
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Volunteers clearly live for, not off, a cause.
Volunteers work directly, with their own resources (time,
skill, and money), whereas professional staff work indi-
rectly, with resources supported by 3thers.

In the extreme, fund raisers can be guilty of "the sin of
pride": "arrogance ... the self-righteousness and sanctimo-
niousness that is common if not rampant throughout the
[voluntary] sector, on both sides of the table. It tends to
inflate the moral worth of those engaged in philanthropy and
to deflate the moral worth of those engaged in other forms
of work, especially if that work is explicitly self-interested"
(Payton 1988b, p. 88).

Yet for the professional, the work of raising support for
institutional goals, of cultivating donors, of finding friends
and funds for the college is full-time work, whereas for the
volunteer it is typically part time. The professional may be
better educated in the field and have specialized knowledge
and experience in fund raising and higher education. The pro-
fessional may be guided by values not widely shared within
the volunteer community and may be tempted to do what
he or she "knows is right" even though volunteers do not
(yet) agree (Payton 1988b). Thus, the salaried professional
must balance a greater knowledge of the institution's needs
and full-time commitment to fund raising with the , -)lunteer's
primary interest in raising funds for a cause that brings with
it no substantial direct, personal gain.

T11.2 lrst few years, beginning with CASE's 1985 Greenbrier
II co: .rence, lave marked the beginning of increased atten
tion within the field to ethical issues. More recently, initiatives
have begun in other associations as well, including the
National Society for Fund-Raising Executives, the National
Committee on Planned Giving, and the American Prospect
Research Association (Bornstein 1989a). At this stage, the work
can be characterized by identifying issues and producing
general statements of expectations; the formal models are
few and the language is not compietely developed.

Perhaps the broadest consideration of ethical issues to date
came in a 1986 symposium organized by CASE. At those ses-
sions, James Donahue, an ethics professor from Georgetown
University, provided general guidance, including the proposal
of a matrix that fund raisers might use when considering eth-
ical issues within their own institution. The matrix has risk/
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safety along one axis and harm/benefit along the other (Coun-
cil for Advancement 1986). Fund raisers should aim for deci-
sions that are in the quadrant of safety+benefit and avoid deci-
sions in the realm of risk+harm; the other two quadrants
represent the gray areas. Donahue has also suggested that the
implications of a potential decision be considered in terms
of the institution's mission, the potential benefits, the
precedent-setting aspects, considerations of legality and ta-uth-
fulness, and implications ior the decision maker and others.

Beyond this session, little evidence suggests that consid-
erations of ethical questions in fund raising have drawn upon
the general theoretical thinking in ethics; the issues have not
been framed within the context of general or applied nor-
mative ethics (e.g., Beauchamp and Childress 1984; Callahan
and Bok 1980). For example, fund raisers do not generally
consider `leir issues in terms of teleological theories, such
as ,nism, which stress consideration of the known or
probable outcome of one's actions, or deontological the .)ries,
which stress moral rules that may be binding regardless of
the outcome. Nor have fund raisers' issues beer explored
within the framework of more general issues of professional
ethics, which considers matters such as deception, informed
consent, privacy and confidentiality, individual and collective
responsibility, social responsibility and professional dissent,
and social responsibility and justice (Callahan and Bok 1980).
The types of dilemmas fund raisers face are within the same
general categories as those other professionals face, and they
may be discussed in terms of more general ethical theories.
CASE has found it helpful to involve philosophers and other
experts in professional ethics in their considerations of ethical
issues; institutions may likewise find campus experts who
can help direct locally useful discussions.
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ANALYSIS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Most of our colleges appear to do better at stretching out the
needy hand than at putting forward the best foot

(Pollard 1958, p. 12).

Analysis and Implications of the Literature Review
History and trends
The most notable historical changes in fund raising in higher
education with implications for the fund-raising practitioner
include:

1. Church-affiliated solicitation and solicitation of individuals,
which characterized educational fund raising from the
17th century, have been replaced in the 20th century with
increased pro'essional efforts.

2. The notion of charity, central to the message and appeal
of early fund raising, has been replaced with philanthropy,
and the development of theories of donors' behavior has
changed to acknowledge that shift.

3. While once considered optional, a fringe activity, or an
adjunct to che duties of the president or a few trustees,
fund raising has become a central activity in colleges and
universities and is no longer an option, even for the new-
est member of the American higher education family, the
community college.

4. Once considered the preserve of independent colleges,
programs for private voluntary support in public higher
education have become accepted by both donors and
colleges.

It seems clear that these trends are here to stay, with
increasingly more formal and centrally planned fund-raising
programs in higher education, more fund-raising programs
using principles of marketing and embracing an exchange
model of donors' behavior rather than a purely alw.liStiC
model, and wide acceptance of the idea that competition for
private funds will come from every type of institution.

The effectiveness of fund raising
Studies that attempt to explain institutional effectiveness by
way of the institution's characteristics, including its students
and alumni, seem to have dominated research in fund raising
for the last 20 years. Close behind are studies that attempt to
explain donors' behavior using their personal characteristics.
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While they represent a rather narrow focus for research, they
also appear to be the most fundamental issues to professional
fund raisers and to those who make institutional policies
regarding fund raising and actors under administrative control
that might affect the results of fund raising. However narrow
they may seem, these foci seem to be where research energy
ought to have been focused over the past two decades and
where attention could quite fruitfully remain for the time
being.

Few unqualified generalizations on effectiveness can be
made from a review of the research literature other than the
clear and consistent association of institutional spending with
the results of fund raisins But increased spending is not the
same as wisely increased spending, and little research can be
counted on for guidance. Even if one interprets the feasibility
study as an ethnograr%ic research project, little guidance is
available. Because the results of these studies are confidential
and do not find their way into the research literature, insti-
tutions must conduct feasibility studies and hire fund-raising
counsel as one would hire a rainmakerlargely on the basis
of reputation and recommendations rather than guided by
research results.

Numerous studies suggest that institutional pride, prestige,
and emotional attachment by alumni are associated with more
successful fund raising. They are gratifying to the fund-raising
profession because, properly organized, they are part of an
institution's advancement program and within access of the
administrator of advancement/development. The various other
Factors frequently associated with successful fund raising are
not under the control of the administration of the advance-
ment program or readily altered in the interests of fund rais-
ing. The fund-raising professional is tilftrefore wise to con-
centrate on amount spent on fund raising and on the ad-
vancement programs designed to en"nce prestige, pride,
and the emotional commitment of alumni.

Institutional spending on advancement
Studies attempting to codify or standardize spending or relate
it to output are limited to surveys of spending without regard
to optimal level or control of the marginal costs of fund rais-
ing. The best advice available suggests that internal rather than
cross-institutional comparisons are to be preferred, with care-
ful attention to the management of marginal costs within pro-
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grams and over time, including careful monitoring of average
costs, changes in marginal costs per gift dollar, diminishing
returns, the percent of the total institutional budget spent on
advancement, and gift incom-.! by source and program.

Donors' behavior
The models of individuals' behavior as donors showing sig-
nificant promise are those that depart from purely altruistic
motives in favor of exchange models, which allow for motives
in the donor based on receipt of "goods" in exchange for the
gift and a repeated disequilibrium that always leaves the
donor with an additional need to respond to recognition with
more gifts. Planning programs with this sort of modcl in mind
as an element in shaping a marketing program would be most
effective.

In general, the people more disposed to giving are married
persons with children, persons declaring a religious affiliation,
particularly Protestants, women, and those with more school-
ing, even holding income constant. Among alumni donors,
increased disposition is found among the wealthier, middle-
aged or older individuals (44 percent of all cash gifts to higher
education from individuals come from those over 70, 88 per-
cent from those over 50), those with strong emotional ties
to their alma maters, those who have earned at least a bache-
lor's degree, those who participate in alumni activities, and
those with religious or other voluntary affiliations. Attempts
to explain donors' behavior by use of preenrollment char-
acteristics or student activities or characteristics while a stu-
dent have not been particularly fruitful except for occasional
studies that find giving associated with liv.ng on campus,
engagement in special activities, or receipt of (perceived) ade-
quate financial aid. Sex and marital status have not been good
predictors of donors' behavior among alumni.

Corporations' behavior as donors is clearly entwined with
self-interest expressed as gains in research in the area of the
company's needs, production of trained personnel, the pres-
tige associated with giving, the resultant good public relations
associated with giving, employees' morale and satisfaction,
and the improvement of the community environment where
the company functions.

For foundations, past successes, evidence of ability to per-
form, and size and prestige of the institution appear to influ-
ence decisions to contrib .te funds. Most foundations, being
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basically highly focused, thinly staffed, and conservative, are
more inclined to give to well-established, older, and larger
organizations and tend to follow the lead of other donors or
larger foundationspossibly on the assumption that other
organizations donating funds have done the necessary re-
search to give confidence that the recipient is worthy of the
gift, thus avoiding the need for further research and
evaluation.

Donors of all types seem to believe in a link between price
and quality and are eager to give to Institutions of prestige
and magnitude. With regard to tax incentives and the econ-
omy, it appears that companies and organizations respond
conservatively in times of economic setback, while individuals
seem to give during, if not despite, hard economic times. The
wealthy, as might be expected, are most sensitive to the price
of giving and respond most to changes in deductibility, while
the middle class and the poorestparticularly when it comes
to giving to churchesseem relatively immune to the effects
of tax incentives or fluctuations in the economy.

With regard to athletics, the body of research is completely
at odds with the conviction of both fund raisers and donors.
No evidence of any substance suggebus that success in inter-
collegiate athletics is associated with increased total giving
to an institution or to athletic giving other than in the most
limited time periods or in anecdotal cases. This conviction,
that successful athletic teams breed successful fund raising,
will no doubt withstand the myriad research evidence to the
contrary, as athletic boosters want so desperately to believe
it and most advancement officers and presidents use athletic
events to cultivate donors.

With regard to organization, it appears that almost all coor-
dinated and centralized development activity in higher edu-
cation is less than 40 years old, with only 25 percent of all
institutions reporting a centralized development function as
recently as 1970. Organizational character varies enormously
from institution to institution and from type to type, except
that certain common characterstics were found in 75 percent
or more of colleges in one comprehensive survey, confirming
that the best advice of the gurus of the organization of fund
raising for higher education is being followed.

Ethical considerations faced by fund raisers help define
institutions' mission and shape and the relationships insti-
tutions have with some of their most important constituencies.
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Decisions that institutions make about what private support
to pursue or accept help define their mission and boundaries.
Private support solicited or received can influence colleges
and universities in ways more significant than is typically rec-
ognized. By extending gift relationships to relationships that
more resemble contracts, purchases, or investments, fund rais-
ers help redefine the relationship between institutions and
their friendly supporters. At a time when technology and
aggressive techniques extend the boundaries of what insti-
tutions can learn about their prospective benefactors, insti-
tutional supporters may raise their own expectations about
how much strategic information they expect from institutions
where they are investing their own resources. What donors
expect to know about institutions to which they are giving
a gift of gratitude may differ substantially from their expec-
tations from an institution in which they see themselves mak-
ing an investment or with which they are establishing a con-
tractual relationship. Finally, fund raisers face questions of
their relationship with their own institution and the extent
to which their professional commitment to voluntary fund
raising can or should extend to a personal commitment.

Areas of Suggested Research and
Improved Techniques and Strategies
An Agenda for Research on Fund Raising provides a concise
and exciting focus for research on fund raising (Carbone
1986a). The first order of business it calls for is a review of
extant research, to which this review is a partial response.
Now, four years after the conference that was the basis for that
monograph, Carbone's list still looks like the best prescription
for strengthening the body of knowledge, making the liter-
ature more professional, and addressing the information
needed by fund misers and decision makers in higher edu
cation. Briefly summarized, the agenda includes research on.

The philanthropic environment, including studies of phil-
anthropic organizations, motivational and behavioral stud-
ies of donors and nondonors, analytical studies about the
nature of philanthropy, sociological studies of philan
thropy, and case studies of the impact of fund raising on
institutions of higher education.
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The work and careers of fund raisers, including studies
of role perception and role definition of individuals
involved in fund raising, motivational studies of volun-
teers, studies of compensation of fund raisers, task anal-
ysis and psychological studies of those involved in raising
funds, and the effectiveness, job satisfaction, and career
paths of fund raisers.
The management of fund raising, including organiza-
tional studies of fund raising, an analysis of the content
of materials produced to support fund raising, studies
of the influence of fund-raising programs on other insti-
tutional programs, cost-benefit studies, studies of the
involvement of consultants in institutional fund raising,
policy studies of national, state, and institutional regu-
lations that affect fund raising, application of market
research techniques to fund raising, studies of planning
for and evaluation of fund raising, studies of the structures
and environments of institutional fund raising, and case
studies of specific fund-raising programs or techniques
conducted by cohorts of similar institutions (Carbone
1986, pp. 27-36).

Additional approaches, strategies, and areas of inquiry can
be identified from this review for the most probable high
return on energy invested. The following suggestions can add
crucial information to the development of an integrated theory
of fund raising, donors' behavior, and effectiveness of fund-
raising practices.

Consistency of variables and measures used
It is imperative that common terms, definitions, and oper-
ational constructs be employed. Studies of institutional effec
tiveness can seldom be compared because of the wide dif-
ferences in institutions and the considerably liberal
assumptions about proxy variables of institutional quality
to take only one examplethat have been made. In some
studies, the quality variable is roxied by the median SAT
score of entering students, in others, national academic quality
ratings are applied, and in still others, institutional expendi-
tures per student are employed. Differences in the interpre-
tation of the role of quality in such studies are difficult if not
impossible to explain and only cloud other characteristics
(public versus private, research versus liberal arts, ani so on)
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that might better exp;ain or be related to differences in
effectiveness.

A major tool for research on cost effectiveness is Manage-
ment Reporting Standards for Educational Institutions (Coun-
cil for Advancement 1982). Developed in conjunction with
the National Association of College and University Business
Officers, the guidelines for reporting expenditures and
revenues provide the basis for consistent definition for
researchers, but the literature does not yet include substantial
numbers of studies using the consistent definitions of the
standards.

Consistency and follow-up in researcb
Follow-up studies should refine and improve a previous
research project, strengthen the inferences to be drawn by
narrowing or broadening the sample, and correct those details
or data elements overlooked in the original design of the
research. A rather surprising finding from this review is the
very small number of research studies that the same or other
researchers followed up on. This review round very few
second research publications by an author, little or no follow-
up research projects, and, more disconcerting, far too many
unpublished dissertations. The reason is perhaps that most
of the disciplined research on fund raising is done by graduate
students completing a doctorate. Often these students have
conducted their work without the benefit of a major professor
whose own scholarly inquiry is focused in the area of fund
raising for higher education. Once completed, the dissertation
may be published, but the professional fund raiser has no
timeor no incentives at workto continue with follow-up
studies that could refine findings or correct inadequacies in
the original research. The qu;ck pace of fund raising, with its
emphasis on concretely measurable success, and the lack of
rewards or professional peer interest in one's scholarship mil
itate against integrating continued scholarship in the life of
the practicing fund raiser.

A further problem with consistency and follow-up is that
until very recently, no colleges or universities were identified
with a scholarly program in fund raising or with a reasonably
steady stream of dissertation research conducted under a few
major professors following a clear course toward the devel-
opment of theory. Most dissertations appear to emanate in
higher education administration programs, and the choice

fund raising
. . is
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of the topic of fund raising is more likely based on the stu-
dent's employment in the field of development rather than
on an organized research program sparked and stewarded
by the interests of the graduate faculty.

Prospects and Resources for Future Research
Over the next decade, several factors are likely to improve
both the quantity and the quality of research that can inform
fund raising in higher education. First, as fund raising
becomes more important within a larger number of institu-
tions, its identification as a topic of research will probably
increase. Within universities, scholars from anthropology to
marketing to philosophy to psychology have developed the-
ories that can be tested and refined in the laboratory of edu-
cational fund raising, and as fund raising becomes more
visible on campuses and more important to collegiate con-
stituencies, a likely spin-off is increased scholarly attention
from local researchers.

Second, a number of research universities have established
centers or other identifiable scholarly activity on philanthropy,
voluntarism, and nonprofit organizations, several of which
show a direct interest in matters related to fund raising for
higher education: Yale University's Program on Nonprofit
Organizations, Duke University's Center for the Study of Phi-
lanthropy and Voluntarism, and Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis's Centel on Philanthropy. Additional
efforts have been identified at Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity, City College of New York, and the University of Maryland.
Some of the work at these institutions has been supported
by foundations, most notably the Exxon Education Foundation
and the Lilly Endowment.

Third, as the professional organizations that serve fund rais-
ers grow stronger and more mature, they are developing the
capacity to help the membership think beyond the techniques
of fund raising and link them with relevant scholarly work.
For example, CASE has broadened its staff, conference pro-
grams, awards programs, and publications to include research,
and the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel
recently published a substantial insert in its newsletter on the
history and meaning of philanthropy to acquaint readers with
"philanthropy in a comprehensive sense" (Gurin and Van Til
1989, p. 3). And, as noted earlier, several professional orga-
nizations have undertaken projects related to the ethical
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dilemmas that confront their members. Fund raisers who
understand their societal context and begin to see research
that can inform practice will tend to increase their expecta-
tions of scholarly work.

Fourth, fund raising in higher education is increasingly
linked to the larger context of philanthropic and voluntary
activity. The strongest link comes from the work of the Inde-
pendent Sector, which represents over 600 voluntary orga-
nizations and affiliated interests. Two of its projects are par-
ticularly helpful to fund raisers in higher education: the Spring
Research Forum, which results in the publication of the
annual Working Paper (Independent Sector and United Way
Institute 1988a, 1988b), and an annual compilation of research
in progress of scholarly work in philanthropy, voluntary action,
and other not-for-profit activity. Both publications contain
work that is relevant to scholars in fund raising for higher edu-
cation, and both are available through the ERIC system.

These four factors provide ample cause for optimism that
fund raising in higher education will increasingly be informed
by research useful to the practitioner and by scholarly thought
that helps connect today's challenges and dilemmas with the
larger context of America's philanthropic and voluntary
traditions.

Suggestions for Research
Some suggested areas for research are offered here as they
derive from the review of research.

Research on consistency of college mission
The study conducted by the Women's College Coalition sug-
gests that a possibly fruitful area of inquiry is colleges that
are perceived by their potential and actual donors as having
remained consistent with regard to mission. In this country,
hundreds of institutions have abandoned (or grown out of)
their original missions, some with considerable debate and
dispute by alumni. Some have abandoned (or been aban-
doned by) their church affiliations, and others have elected
not to change despite growing economic and social pressures.
Are the alumni of colleges whose missions have remained
consistent more likely to remain loyal and demonstrate their
support financially, as appears to be the case with women's
colleges? Are the colleges that appear to have remained faith
ful more likely to enjoy the sustained faith of their graduates?
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Are those that have clung to long-standing, and possibly
anachronistic, missions lost support from potential new sour-
ces, while maintaining only traditional ones? Have colleges
that have refocused their missions cultivated new support at
the expense of traditional ones? Studies addressed to such
questions will encounter the obvious problems of defining
new and old support and of partitioning effects that are the
result of time alone, increases or decreases in advancement
effort, or the possible effect of consolidation of focus (i.e.,
the effect that with fewer remaining colleges devoted to a par-
ticular mission, the remaining supporters have fewer outlets
for their support). But a properly devised research design
should accommodate these possibilities and provide very use-
ful insight for institutions contemplating such changes.

Research on spending and
effectiveness of fund raising
Institutional spending seems associated, after the fact, with
more effective fund raising. But increased spending is not syn-
onymous with wisely increased spending. Energetic research
needs to be applied to examining the returns on a variety of
approaches to increased effort, comparing and contrasting
the returns under reasonably comparable conditions and insti-
tutional types. Does doubling the number of nights of phona-
thons at a cost of $50,000 yield a better increase than hiring
a second corporate and foundation relations officer with the
same $50,000? Does increasing the frequency of the alumni
magazine at a cost of $20,000 outweigh the impact ofperson-
alized solicitation letters at the same cost?

Research on roles of governance and trustees
The public sector has tended to imitate the tried and true
methods developed by private colleges with decades more
experience. Many elements of that experience have not been
subjected to empirical test, most notably the stress placed on
trustees' leadership and participation in fund raising. The char-
acter of public institutions with politically appointed boards
might warrant a different role for trustees in fund raising; per-
haps the role of public boards is primarily to ensure that pri-
vate fund raising is supported within the institution (Farley
1986). Many public board members are appointed not as
guardians for the college and advisers to the president but
as advocates of the state's budget and advisers to the governor
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or legislative leadership. Although a public institution might
be advised to appoint the trustees of its own foundation to
serve in a fund-raising role (Gale 1989), no data exist as to
the effectiveness of this arrangement or the extent to which
these trustees can approach the success of fund raising of
governing board members in private institutions. The assump-
tion, that if trustees' leadership is important in fund raising
in private institutions, then trustees' leadershipof the
governing board or the foundationis important in public
institutions, has not been systematically tested.

Research on attitudes of alumni
Some research studies have linked the emotional commitment
of alumni to the institution as a correlate to donative behavior,
and some general studies have similarly linked all types of
donors' behavior to emotional ties to the institution sup-
ported. While many studies have attempted to link undergrad-
uate experiences (e.g., Greek life, athletics, residence, student
clubs, and activities) to the behavior of donors, none have
linked the formation of attitude and emotional links to post-
graduation experiences. Should a college advancement office
attempt to cultivate positive attitudes among the alumni
through publications, reunions, and bonding events, it would
be important to know just how mutable is the attitude estab-
lished during undergraduate days. Are attitudes toward the
college relatively set by commencement time? Can postgrad-
uate contact with alumni do more than exploit already estab-
lished attitudes, or can attitudes be changed? The answers
to these questions could guide advancement offices in tar-
geting efforts at cultivation by determining the return likely
from such efforts.

Evaluation as research
Evaluations of programs conducted with research-like rigor
can be immediately useful for decision making and can form
the basis for broader generalizations for other institutions.
For over 20 years, the American Educational Research Asso-
ciation has recognized institution specific evaluation as a val-
uable form of research and evaluation as itself a fit subject
for a special interest group within the association. The Amer-
ican Evaluation Association is dedicated to the improvement
of the methodology of evaluation, and the Association for the
Study of Higher Education and the Association for Institutional
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Research recognize and support the presentation and pub-
lication of studies using evaluation techniques.

Miniresearch projects, designed ,o test in a single institution
whether, for example, paid student callers to nondonors out-
perform volunteer callers, can provide immediate and prac-
tical results. Cumulatively, across several similar institutions,
such evaluations can answer that question with increasingly
broader generalizations, particularly if the institutions adopt
general principles for conducting evaluations. Evaluations of
programs should be conducted using research techniques,
and these results should be shared among peer institutions
and published through clearinghouses so that they might
inform more practitioners and form the basis for more intense
research.

Research on segmented markets
Investigators of fund raising in higher education have naturally
been drawn to studies of donors' behavior, just as practitioners
have longed for a simple list of characteristics that could help
them identify likely donors from longer lists. As indicated ear-
lier, the cumulative results of these studies have been some-
what disappointing, given their relatively high numbers. These
studies have tended to survey all alumni of a single (or small
group) of colleges or to inquire among such a narrow range
of alumni (e.g., by age or undergraduate major), however,
that it is difficult if not impossible to distinguish their
responses from those that might be gained from a larger
group.

Researchers and practitioners alike might find greater gains
by thinking of potential alumni donors as belonging to "seg-
mented markets," with distinguishable subgroups to which
different messages might make the most effective appeals.
The use of focus groups and the analysis of survey results by
subgroups should be explored more systematically than has
been done to see whether this approach will yield useful
results. Although the greatest use of segmented markets cur-
rently developing among fund raisers is in fund raising among
constituencies (typically organized by the professional school
attended or major pursued), the popularity of programs of
giving to athletics suggests that other powerful constituencies
or market segments may exist.

One way to explore for possible subgroups would on the
basis of the years of college attendance. Student culture and
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subcultures within an institution exert powerful influences
on the undergraduate experience (Horowitz 1987; Moffat
1989). To some extent, each generation of students invents
its own culture; what appealed to students of the 1960s may
be fairly different from what appeals to students of the 1990s,
and those differences are likely to remain for some years after
graduation, muted by the influence of age and postcollege
experiences. Institutions are encouraged to think carefully
about what variables are likely to identify important "seg-
ments" of their alumni markets.

Broadened questions and methodology
As noted earlier, much of the research on fund raising in
higher education has taken the form of surveys to discover
characteristics of effective institutions or to uncover descrip-
tions of alumni donors; other analyses have been done by
economists to derive models that explain charitable giving.

The interesting questions on fund raisingand the meth-
odologies to pursue themfar exceed this modest list. Ques-
tions of culture and the language of fund raising can be
pursued uFing theories and techniques derived from anthro-
pology, organizational theory, communication theory. and
linguistic analysis. Studies of subcultures and techniques from
market research can be particularly useful as institutions move
toward fund raising among constituencies. Advanced graduate
students working as interns or faculty members who can be
enticed into working in an on-campus laboratory can bring
their specialized expertise to broaden the questions addressed
through research and share their insights on campus as well
as with their scholarly peers.

Recommendations to Institutions
The following recommendations to colleges and universities
are offered as suggestions for strengthening their programs
of fund raising based on available research and inquiry.

Consider sources of private support strategically, deciding
which sources have the best potential for a particular
institution.

In recent years, the active practice of fund raising has spread
from the elite private colleges and universities to elite public
universities, from a broader range of private institutions to
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a broad spectrum of public colleges and universities and most
recently to public community colleges. Yet the advice to insti-
tutions on developing successful programs of fund raising
is largely undifferentiated by such salient institutional char-
acteristics as control, size, age, student body, degree level,
location, and mission. These characteristics are as likely to
be important in matters of fund raising as theyare in matters
of recruiting students and designing curriculum.

The tradition of fund raising is strongest in older, more
selective private liberal arts colleges, in elite private univer-
sities, and in women's colleges. These institutions, along with
a few lead public universities, tend to have well-established
capacities for development and to be successful in raising pri-
vate funds from a variety of sources. They also have access
to networks of similar institutions with which they can share
information and at least estimate the relative strengths and
weaknesses in their portfolios of fund-raising capacity and
effectiveness. Large numbers of institutions, however, includ-
ing community colleges and historically black institutions,
have short histories in active fund raising and limited support
within the institution in terms of experienced staff and well-
organized records of alumni and friends.

In assessing their capacity to raise p-ivate funds, these less
experienced institutions in particular would be well advised
to consider their strategic advantage in seeking support from
various sources. The most effective way to increase private
giving among institutions without a strong history in the area
is likely to be different for a public community college in a
large city, a church-affiliated liberal arts college in a small
town, and a regional state college that was formerly a nornial
school.

For example, although many institutions consider their
alumni to be the first, logical source of private donations,
investing in developing a strong alumni office may not be
a wise choice for public community colleges (Smith 1986).
Public community colleges tend to be young institutions;
many community college graduate vho are the most finan-
cially successful may feel strong allegiance to the four-year
institution from which they graduated, and alumni records
are often poor. Many community colleges may find greater
return on their investment in development from developing
strong ties with local industry. In 1987-88, while corporations
represented 23 percent of total private support for all insti-
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tutions, among public community colleges, corporations
represented 45 percent of all private support (Council for Aid
1989). Drawing upon the industries' wish for a well-prepared
work force, community colleges can develop relationships
that include grants of equipment and donations, sponsorship
of special events. and other individual and corporate gifts that
come from close affinity with the institution as a whole or
special relationships with a particular program.

Similarly, for many institutions, investing fund-raising
resources in programs for deferred giving may be more effec-
tive than a comparable investment seeking to raise funds from
private foundations. For example, 40 percent of the commu-
nity colleges with the largest endowments report that the
endows ents have been built mainly from bequests or trusts
(Smith 1986).

For all institutions, the timing and strategy for seeking sup-
port should vary with the audience. Alumni donors are more
likely to give when the perceived need of their alma mater
is high; economic analyses suggest that an optimal time to
approach alumni donors is when the general economic signs
are poor and that at any time the message should include the
importance of "individual support to maintain or enhance
institutional quality or prestige" (Leslie et al. 1983, p. 224).
On the other hand, corporate giving is likely to be higher
when the economy is good and when taxation is perceived
to be low. The suggested message for fund raisers is to
emphasize the healthy economy and the role of higher edu-
cation in its growth.

Designate some private support for areas that will build
students' understanding of the importance of private sup-
port for colleges and universities.

Although the research is not conclusive, some evidence indi-
cates that students' own involvement with their learning and
with campus life may be a predictor of their later habits of
donation to their alma mater. To the extent that such rela-
tionships are real and causal, institutions should consider
designating a portion of their donations for activities that
directly link students to campus and making sure students
are aware that these special opportunities were made available
through private donations from alumni; examples might
include "residence" scholarships for students who would oth-
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erwif , :ommute, programs to support out-of-class interaction
betty ., faculty and students, and support for training student
leaders. It may be helpful to structure recognition events
where students meet and thank personally representative
alumni and other benefactors.

Develop academic and other programmatic ways to
enhance students' eleemosynary habits.

Many institutions have developed giving programs for grad-
uating seniors and student alumni associations to initiate the
habit of giving in prospective alumni. While the initial results
of such efforts, as indicated by senior pledges, a encourag-
ing, no longitudinal data have been reported to Indicate long-
term success.

A smaller number of institutions, some with support from
the Association of American Colleges, have begun to teach
students about philanthropy. The courses described are
approached from perspectives as varied as philanthropy as
an aspect of American capitalism to philanthropy as a life of
service to others (Payton 1988b), and a growing network of
resources is available to faculty members interested in design-
ing such courses (Payton 1988a). By using the campus's efforts
at advancement as a laboratory and the academic perspectives
of the faculty for theoretical and philosophical considerations,
institutions have important opportunities to increase students'
understanding of and commitment to the traditions of
philanthropy.

Work to ctrengthen the tradition of philanthropy and com-
munity service.

Higher education participates in the voluntary sector in two
important ways: community service and find raising. In the
case of community service, institutions make voluntary con-
tributions to the well-being of the larc-ly community: Lectures
and facilities are open to the public, faculty members provide
free consultation to schools, community agencies, and small
businesses, and students volunteer their time to help children,
the needy, and the aged. In the case of raising funds, the insti-
tution receives the voluntary contributions of money and time
for its well being. Both to maintain this country's strong tra-
dition of broad participation in the voluntary sector and to
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increase the type of support that comes through unrestricted
gifts, colleges and universities are motivated to support the
reciprocal activities of philanthropy and community service.

Colleges and universities have two fundamental motivations
to support the voluntary sector, one pragmatic and one philo-
sophical. From a practical standpoint, voluntary gifts help sup-
port the institution's vitality and, in some cases, its existence;
community service helps the institution justify its tax-exempt
status in cities and states and helps soothe relations between
town and gown. From a philosophical point of view, insti-
tutions of higher education are motivated to support the
voluntary sector as a way to strengthen the community. Many
colleges and universities embrace the goal of helping students
develop the values of community and community service,
of working toward charity and justice, and of making a con-
tribution beyond their family life and employment. Through
their community service and their fund raising, institutions
share their resources with the community-at-large and encour-
age others to give to the community of the institution.

Participate in locally useful researcb studies

While the calls for stronger and more systematic research on
educational fund raising promise long-term benefits to pro-
fessionals in development and alumni affairs, locally devel-
oped studies may offer the greatest return on investment in
the near future. Clues to an institution's success in and poten-
tial for fund raising can best be gathered from candidly shar-
ing information within peer groups of institutions and by
monitoring costs (including marginal costs) versus revenues
over a period of time.

Agreements among peer institutions to share information
on fund raising arise naturally out of groups formed for other
purposes. Affiliations of region, size, control, and mission
mean that these groups' information on fund raising can nat-
urally control for some of the variables most difficult to "con-
trol" in research but most powerful in explaining patterns of
private support. By agreeing on variables of interest and com-
mon definitions of those variables, peer groups can begin to
share data as well as informal reports of plans and results of
fund raising. .

Plans for long-term institutional data can be developed
jointly by the chief fund-raising officer, the institutional
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researcher, and the chief financial officer. Important internal
considerations include the amount of private support raised
by source (measured in constant dollars), the average cost
to raise a dollar, and the marginal cost to raise a dollar (to
calculate the real increase in support raised when efforts are
increased). In addition, while it is important to estimate not
only the direct cost of fund raising associated with each cate-
gory of fund-raising, it may also be useful to estimate the indi-
rect cost (such as the involvement of the president and other
key administrators). Other variables of interest in institutional
research include the average gift, the average gift per person
solicited, the proportion of solicited alumni who give, the
average gift per FTE student, and the endowment per FTE stu-
dent. These variables, of interest to the institution, may also
form a basis for sharing information within a peer group of
institutions.

Develop an active way to deal with values and ethical
issues in fund raising.

Institutions can develop local statements and procedures to
ensure th:t their fund raising is in harmony with the institu-
tion's values and priorities. Senior fund-raising staff should
develop institutional statements of policies and procedures
for dealing with ethical issues, sharing these written guide-
lines with staff and volunteers, developing a climate in which
institutions can deal with difficult issues openly when they
arise, and leading by example (Bomstein 1989a). Broad par-
ticipaticn within the institution in the development and
refinement of such policies and procedures may also help
balance the drive within institutions for their fund-raising
staffs success with the bottom line.

Recommendations to Associations and Foundations

Broaden professional development conferences and uvrk-
shops, going bcjund the techniques of fund raising.

While the short-term success of fund raisers depends on suc-
cessfully mastering and implementing the techniques of
generating private support, the long term success of the enter



prise requires that fund raisers address questions of ethics
rind values, strategic planning, and research and evaluation.
Fund raisers should be helped to address these topics within
their own groups and to engage institutional and scholarly
researchers in continuing lines of research that will inform
the theory and develop the practice of fund raising. As fund
raisers come to uncerstand the history and significance of
American traditions of philanthropy and voluntary action, they
have a larger context in which to understand their work and
to explain its significance within their institution and
donors and volunteers.

Establish opportunities for reflection on practice, such
as sabbaticals and study leam4 and programs for visiting
scholars and practitioners

Practitioners should have the opportunity for study leaves of
a few weeks to several months to work on fund-raising
research, to reflect and write from the wisdom of practice,
and to teach courses on philanthropy to undergraduate and
graduate students. The quick pace of fund raising, the empha-
sis on concretely measurable success, and the lack of a schol-
arly or reflective tradition in practice make it unlikely that such
opportunities will be available without outside support from
professional associations and foundations.

Continue and strengthen the developing support for
research in fund raising and efforts to integrate philan-
thropy into the curriculum.

The Lilly Endowment, the Exxon Education Foundation, the
Independent Sector, and the Council for Adancement and
Support of Education, among others, have recently initiated
programs that encourage and support research in fund raising
and the development of 'academic coursework on philan-
thropy, voluntarism, and institutional advancement. The
opportunities for broad participation, for multiple perspectives
on key issues, and for scholars to work cooperatively can all
help strengthen these efforts.

Lead and support institutions in shaping their fund rais-
ing to reflect recent and projected demographic changes.
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Demographic changes in society and in higher education will
require new perspectives for successful fund raisers and fund-
ing agencies. The issues are complex and lack systematic
attempts to address them, as the issue of gender illustrates.
Over half of the students in higher education today are
women, women control large amounts of wealth, and with
more women working, more women have their own earned
assets as potential gifts to higher education. Yet foundations
have traditior_ally been reluctant to fund programs that sup-
port programs specifically targeted to females; a recent report
indicates that only about 3 percent of foundation gifts are so
targeted (Goss 1989a). And while women's colleges have had
increasing success in their own fund raising (Women's Col-
lege Coalition 1988), little or no research is available to indi-
cate whether any institutional priorities would appeal par-
ticularly to women donors. Further, with growing numbers
of women in key fund-raising positions and growing evidence
of their success, concern has been expressed that the fem-
inization of fund raising may harm the status and pay of pro-
fessionals in the field (Goss 1989b). The changing demo-
graphics, the problems, and the opportunities associated with
issues of gender have such potentially significant effects on
fund raising that the questions deserve the careful attention
of professional associations and foundations.

Issues of ethnicity and race are no less complex or impor-
tant. By 2000, several states will be populated by a majority
of minority group members. The impact on higher education
is already being Ht, and the dramatic effects will increase over
the next generation. Yet the tradition of financial support to
colleges and universities has not been well established among
most minority groups. Recent efforts by minority entertain-
ment and athletic leaders with large, highly publicized gifts
to higher education are one very visible attempt to illustrate
the importance of support for higher education. But very little
is known about the potential for support from various minor-
ity groups or the most effective means of strengthening their
traditions of giving to higher education.

With growing interactions among nations, fund raising too
is becoming internationalized. Lead institutions are seeking
and receiving increased private support from their alumni and
private corporations, particularly in Japan and in European
countries. While the potential to increase support seems high,
institutions are finding challenges of cultural differences, com-
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munication, and logistics as they translate their Americ An tech-
niques to oth "r countries (Gadzik 1989).

Include research and evaluation as special interest groups
within professional organizations, in their publications,
and on the agendas of their national and regional
meetings.

CASE has taken some significant steps: the appointment of
a research director, establishment of a national research coun-
cil, research awards, and other increased efforts to spotlight
research. Increased attention will not only stimulate those
who can and will conduct research; it will also make the non-
research practitioner aware that the research goes on, has
some role in the profession, and informs practice.

Summary
This report has outlined the available knowledge, represented
through competent research discovered in a comprehensive
review. Although somewhat disappointing, valuable findings
that can be interpreted to a practitioner in a form that can
inform practice lave been identified. In addition, an agenda
for future research and organizational strategies has been pre-
scribed to help fill the gap in available knowledge.

While fund raising in America is nearly as old as higher edu-
cation itself, the last 30 years have seen both an enormous
expansion of institutional fund raising and a unifying con-
ception of fund raising as part of an institution's overall efforts
at advancement. With the support of professional associations,
foundations, and major university centers, fund raisers for
higher education in the next decades are likely to see a
marked increase in the store of scholarly knowledge available
to help them plan, evaluate, and interpret their work. And as
an increasing soe-..trum of institutions comes to depend on
the "margin of excellence" or the "investment in the future"
that private support can bring, fund raisers are also likely to
experience a broader understanding and acceptance of their
aims and techniques throughout the institution, among faculty
as well as presidents, among young alumni as well as major
donors.
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Development at the George Washington University.
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manuscript before publication.

Eight monographs (10 before 1985) in the ASHE-ERIC Higher
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$10 per series year for postage.

To order single copies of existing reports, use the order form
on the last page of this book. Regular prices, and special rates mail-
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of invoice total for orders $50.00 or above.
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Address order to
ASHE -ERIC Higher Education Reports
The George Washington University
1 Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, DC 20036

Or phone (202) 295.2697
Write for a complete catalog of ASHE -ERIC Higher Education
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